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Abstract
Asymmetries between movement types have standardly been derived by theo-

ries of improper movement that preclude certain con�gurations where di�er-

ent kinds ofmovement steps aremixed in the course of displacement of a single

item. However, closer inspection reveals that none of the existing accounts of

improper movement can be maintained under a strictly derivational, local ap-

proach to displacement in which syntactic structure is generated bottom-up,

by successive application of structure-building operations (such as internal or

external Merge), and only very small parts of the structure are accessible at

any given point in the derivation (cf. Chomsky 2001). In view of this state of

a�airs, the present paper pursues a fairly modest goal: It implements a speci�c

constraint against improper movement going back to Williams (1974, 2003) –

viz., what I will refer to theWilliams Cycle – in a local way, without a need for

backtracking or look-ahead.

1. Introduction: Improper Movement

Di�erent movement types can be distinguished by the di�erent landing sites
(or ‘criterial positions’, in Rizzi’s 2007 terms) that they target. For instance, at
least for present purposes and against the background of a clause structure
consisting of CP, TP, vP, and VP, it can be assumed that scrambling in lan-
guages like German or Dutch targets a Specv position; the same may go for
object shi� in the Scandinavian languages. EPP-driven raising to subject in
English ends up in a SpecT position. Wh-movement targets a SpecC position;
and so on. When one considers locality restrictions on the various movement
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types, an interesting generalization emerges. It seems that there is a correla-
tion between the position targeted by a movement type (low vs. high) and
the distance over which it can apply (short vs. long): Movement types that
have landing sites which are low in the clausal structure (e.g., SpecT, Specv)
typically cannot be applied long-distance; andmovement types that have land-
ing sites which are high in the clausal structure (e.g., SpecC) typically can be
applied long-distance. �us, (1-ab) shows that scrambling inGerman is clause-
bound; unlike, e.g., wh-movement or topicalization in the same language, a
CP boundary cannot be crossed.

(1) a. dass
that

das
the

Buch1
bookacc

keiner
no-one-nom

t1 liest
reads

b. *dass
that

Karl
Karlnom

das
the

Buch1
bookacc

glaubt
thinks

[CP dass
that

keiner
no-onenom

t1 liest ]
reads

�e same is shown for object shi� of nonpronominal DPs in Icelandic; see
(2-ab) (from Vikner 2005).

(2) a. Ég
I

veit
know

[CP af verju
why

þau
they

seldu
sold

bókina1
booksacc

ekki
not

t1 ]

b. *Ég
I

veit
know

bókina1
booksacc

[CP af verju
why

þau
they

seldu
sold

ekki
not

t1 ]

Fronting of unstressed pronouns in German is also an operation that targets
a TP-internal position in the clause, and it may not apply long-distance; see
(3-ab). (�e same goes for pronominal object shi� in the Scandinavian lan-
guages.)

(3) a. dass
that

es1
itacc

Fritz
Fritznom

t1 gelesen
read

hat
has

b. *dass
that

ich
Inom

es1
itacc

glaube
think

[CP dass
that

Fritz
Fritznom

t1 gelesen
read

hat ]
has

�e prohibition against non-clause-bound raising in English (‘super-raising’)
is illustrated by the pair of examples in (4).

(4) a. Mary1 seems [TP t1 to like John ]
b. *Mary1 seems [CP that t1 likes John ]
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(5-ab) shows that whereas clitic movement in Italian does not have to be max-
imally local (it may target a matrix verb in restructuring in�nitive construc-
tions, as an instance of ‘clitic climbing’), it can never cross a �nite CP bound-
ary.

(5) a. Mario
Mario

lo1
it

vuole
wants

[TP leggere
to read

t1 ]

b. *Mario
Mario

lo1
it

odia
hates

[CP C [TP leggere
to read

t1 ]]

Finally, extraposition in English may selectively violate certain island con-
straints (e.g., it may take place from subject DPs), but it cannot cross a CP
(see Ross’ 1967 Right Roof Constraint/Upward Boundedness Constraint); cf.
(6-ab). �is conforms to the above generalization if it is assumed that extra-
position targets a low position in the clause.

(6) a. [DP A review t1 ] will appear [PP1 of his new book ]
b. *John alwaysmaintains [CP that [DP a review t1 ] will appear shortly ]

whenever he is asked about it [PP1 of his new book ]

�e generalization correlating the height of the landing site and the possible
length of the displacement path is standardly accounted for by a conspiracy of
two constraints: a locality constraint and a constraint against improper move-
ment. �us, �rst, there is a locality constraint that permits extraction from a
CP only via SpecC. �is role can be played by the Subjacency Condition (if
movement must not cross two bounding nodes, and TP quali�es as a bound-
ing node; see Chomsky 1977, 1986), or by the Phase Impenetrability Condition
(PIC) in (7) (given that CP is a phase, and phrasal movement cannot target a
head position like C; see Chomsky 2001).

(7) Phase Impenetrability Condition (PIC; Chomsky 2000, 2001):
�e domain of a head X of a phase XP is not accessible to operations

outside XP; only X and its edge are accessible to such operations.

�is precludes skipping the embedded SpecC position in (1-b), (3-b), (4-b),

(5-b), and (6-b). Second, there is a constraint on improper movement accord-

ing to which movement to a TP-internal position may precede movement to

SpecC so as to permit (8-a) (where raising is followed by wh-movement), or

indeed (8-b) (given that subjects are merged in Specv and then undergo EPP-
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driven movement to SpecT); but not vice versa: Movement from SpecC to a

TP-internal position is blocked. �is asymmetry can be taken to re�ect the

hierarchy of the target positions in the tree.

(8) a. [CP Who1 C [TP t
′
1 T seems t1 to like John ]]?

b. [CP Who1 C [TP t
′
1 T [vP t1 likes John ]]]?

In the following section, I will brie�y discuss a number of proposals of how

to formally capture this constraint against improper movement; and I will

show that none of them meets all the requirements imposed by three general

potential problems that I will assume to restrict the space for analyses: (a) the

generality problem, (b) the locality problem, and (c) the promiscuity problem.

2. Existing Analyses

2.1. Principle C

According to the highly in�uential account developed in May (1979) and

adopted in Chomsky (1981), improper movement emerges as an instance of a

Principle C e�ect. �e account relies on two central assumptions. First, locally

A-bar bound traces qualify as a certain kind of trace that special constraints

may hold for, viz., as variables; a trace is locally A-bar bound if its immedi-

ate chain antecedent – i.e., its local binder – is in an A-bar position, such as

SpecC. And second, variables (in this technical sense) obey Principle C of the

Binding �eory: �ey must not be bound from an A-position. On this view,

a derivation of a super-raising construction as in (4-b) where an intermediate

trace is established in SpecC (as required by a locality constraint like the PIC)

is excluded by Principle C; see (9).

(9) *Mary1 seems [CP t
′
1 that t1 likes John ]

�e initial trace t1 here quali�es as a variable because it is locally A-bar bound

by the intermediate trace t′1 in the embedded SpecC position; however, t1 is

then illegitimately also A-bound from the matrix SpecT position (assuming

that this latter position quali�es as an A-position).

To extend this account to other cases of impropermovement, the respective

movement types must be assumed to end up in A-positions, and the initial
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tracesmust also uniformly qualify as locallyA-bar bound; see Fanselow (1990)

for such an account of the clause-boundedness of scrambling in German.

2.2. Unambiguous Binding

In Müller and Sternefeld (1993), it is argued that a more general approach

to improper movement is required because (a) scrambling in German is ar-

gued not to exhibit the typical properties of A-movement – it licenses parasitic

gaps, it does not lead to new licensing options for re�exives and reciprocals,

it gives rise to weak crossover e�ects (at least for some speakers, and in cer-

tain contexts), and so on; and (b) there are asymmetries between uncontro-

versial A-bar movement types as well, e.g., topicalization vs. wh-movement

in German. �e asymmetry between topicalization from a wh-island in Ger-

man (which typically produces results that are fairly acceptable with argument

displacement for most speakers) and wh-movement from a wh-island in Ger-

man (which leads to strict illformedness irrespective of the status of themoved

item as argument or adjunct) that was �rst noted by Fanselow (1987) is a case

in point; see (10-a) vs. (10-b).

(10) a. *Welches

which

Radio1
radio

weißt

know

du

you

nicht

not

[CP wie2
how

C [TP man

one

t1 t2

repariert

�xes

]]?

b. ?Radios1
radios

weiß

know

ich

I

nicht

not

[CP wie2
how

C [TP man

one

t1 t2 repariert ]]

�xes

�e analysis of the contrast in (10) inMüller and Sternefeld (1993) rests on two
assumptions. First, di�erent movement types are de�ned by targetting di�er-

ent landing sites: �us, it can be assumed for German that scrambling targets

SpecV or Specv; raising targets SpecT; and topicalization and wh-movement
target di�erent projections in a split le� periphery, viz., SpecTop and SpecC,
respectively.1 Second, there is a constraint on uniform chains that makes use

1As amatter of fact, withmultiple speci�ers not yet an option, the vP/VP divide not yet estab-

lished, and IP rather than TP acting as the projection providing derived subject positions, the

original assumption for German scrambling inMüller and Sternefeld (1993) was that it targets

an adjunction position of VP or IP, and that raising is movement to SpecI. Furthermore, the

two separate functional projections in a split le� periphery of the clause (generalized in Rizzi

1997 andmuch subsequentwork) providing landing sites for topicalization andwh-movement,
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of these di�erences in landing sites. �is constraint is called the Principle of
Unambiguous Binding (PUB), and it is formulated as in (11).

(11) Principle of Unambiguous Binding (PUB):
A variable that is α-boundmust be β-free in the domain of the head of
its chain (where α and β refer to di�erent types of positions).

Variables (in this technical, purely syntactic sense) are de�ned as before, as
locally A-bar bound traces. On this view, the ill-formed cases of improper
movement in (1-b)–(6-b) are all excluded by the PUB: Locality considerations
require the use of SpecC as an intermediate escape hatch here, but doing so
(a) ensures that the original trace t1 in the base position quali�es as a vari-
able, subject to the PUB, and (b) inevitably leads to a PUB violation because
a variable t1 is then ambiguously bound, by t′1 in a SpecC position, and by the
head of the chain itself in the �nal target position – a SpecV/Specv position
in the case of illegimate long-distance scrambling and object shi�, a SpecT
position in the case of illegitimate super-raising, a right-adjunction position
in the case of illegitimate long-distance extraposition (see Müller 1996 for an
analysis along these lines), and so on. In contrast, a sequence of A-movement
followed by A-bar movement (as in (8)) is correctly predicted to be unprob-
lematic because the original trace does not qualify as a variable (as in the orig-
inal May/Chomsky approach based on Principle C). Furthermore, the anal-
ysis can be extended to topicalization/wh-movement asymmetries as in (10),
assuming that the embedded SpecC position is uniformly blocked because of
the presence of the wh-phrase creating the wh-island: �en, topicalization
may use an additional embedded SpecTop escape hatch here that is unavail-
able for wh-movement, because of the PUB.

2.3. �eWilliams Cycle

A third kind of constraint blocking improper movement goes back to
Williams (1974); it has been further developed in Williams (2003). Ver-
sions of the constraint have been adopted in Sternefeld (1992), Grewendorf
(2003, 2004), Abels (2008), Neeleman and van de Koot (2010), and Bader
(2011), among others. �e basic idea is that movement to (or, more generally,

respectively, were originally labelled TP (for ‘topic phrase’) and CP, rather than TopP and CP.

None of these issues is important in the present context.
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rule application in) a speci�c domain in an embedded clausemay be followed
by movement to the same kind of domain, or a higher domain, in the matrix
clause, but not to a lower kind of domain in the matrix clause. As for the cen-
tral notion of syntactic domain relevant here, Williams (1974) distinguishes
between the following nested domains in a clause: S′ > S > Pred > VP. �us,
once an item has undergone movement to, say, the Pred domain, any sub-
sequent movement operation applying to this item can only target the Pred,
S or S′ domains; if an item has been moved to the S domain, a following
movement operation applying to the same item can only go to S or S′, and
so on. �is way, the generalization introduced at the beginning of section 1
is implemented in a very direct way, essentially as a syntactic primitive. �is
constraint can be viewed as a speci�c version of the Strict Cycle Condition
(see Chomsky 1973); in line with this, I will here and henceforth refer to it as
the “Williams Cycle”.2

�e Williams Cycle is formulated as a Generalized Ban on Improper Move-

ment (Gboim) in Williams (2003: 72).3

2Williams (1974) does not give the constraint a name; but “Williams Cycle” is the label that

the constraint was given in Chomsky’s 1974 MIT class lectures (Edwin Williams, p.c.). – Note

that theWilliams Cycle is bothmore restrictive (in some areas) and potentially less restrictive

(in others) than the Strict Cycle Condition. Consider the following version of the Strict Cycle

Condition (a minimally updated version of Chomsky’s original de�nition; see Müller 2011 for

this speci�c formulation).

(i) Strict Cycle Condition (SCC):

Within the currentXP α, a syntactic operationmay not target a position that is included

within another XP β that is dominated by α.

�e Williams Cycle is more restrictive than the SCC in the sense that, for any given moved

item δ, subsequentmovement of δmay only go to a higher domain that is of the same type or of

a higher type; in contrast, the SCC only requires subsequent δmovement to target some higher

domain. On the other hand, in contrast to the SCC, theWilliams Cycle (in the form in which

it is presented in the main text) says nothing about the order of operations a�ecting di�erent

items; though see the original formulations in Williams (1974, 2003), which are somewhat

more general in this respect.
3In Williams’ (2003) system, the Gboim is actually a theorem that follows directly from

Williams’ (arguably more basic) Level Embedding Conjecture (Lec), which states that oper-

ations that take place at one level cannot take place again at a higher, more comprehensive

level, where other operations de�ning that latter level apply; the levels that Williams envis-

ages include FS (Focus Structure), SS (Surface Structure), CS (Case Structure), and TS (�eta

Structure) (see Williams 2003: 23 for a fuller list). Since the Lec presupposes an organization

of grammar that is radically di�erent frommore established standard derivational approaches,
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(12) Generalized Ban on Improper Movement (Gboim; Williams 2003):
Given a Pollock/Cinque-style clausal structure X1 > . . . > Xn (where
Xi takes Xi+1P as its complement), a movement operation that spans a
matrix and an embedded clause cannot move an element from X j in

the embedded clause to Xi in the matrix, where i < j.

As noted above, the Williams Cycle has been adopted in some version in var-

ious analyses covering improper movement (and sometimes other phenom-

ena).4 A particularly explicit version of the Williams Cycle, with far-reaching

empirical consequences that go beyond instances of impropermovement, has

been proposed by Abels (2008); see (13).

(13) Generalized Prohibition against Improper Movement (GenPIM; Abels

2008):

No constituent may undergomovement of type τ if it has been a�ected

by movement of type σ , where τ < σ under ucool.

(13) requires a clari�cation of what it means for a constituent to have been

a�ected bymovement, and howucool (aUniversal Constraint onOperational
Ordering in Language) encodes an order < amongmovement types. As for the

latter, Abels (2008) assumes an order of movement operations in (14), which

is similar to the hierarchies of movement types employed in other versions of

the Williams Cycle (including Williams 1974, 2003).

(14) �e Universal Constraint on Operational Ordering in Language

(ucool):
θ < scrambling < A-movement < wh < topicalization

As for the notion of a�ectedness relevant for Abels’s (2008) version of the

Williams Cycle, it is de�ned as in (15).

and since it does not seem to make radically di�erent predictions empirically, I abstract away

from it throughout this paper.
4See, for instance, Sternefeld (1992) for a formulation of the Williams Cycle that is very sim-

ilar to Gboim in (12); Sternefeld calls the constraint Principle of Hierarchy-Compliant Move-

ment.
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(15) A�ectedness of constituents:

A constituent α is a�ected by a movement operation i�

a. α is re�exively contained in the constituent created by movement,

and

b. α is in a (re�exive) domination relation with the moved con-

stituent.

In the simplest case, a constituent is a�ected by a movement operation if it

undergoes the movement operation (hence the postulation of re�exive domi-

nance in (15)). However, Abels argues that the more complex notion of a�ect-

edness is required because the GenPIM in (13) is supposed to restrict not only

the interaction of movement operations applying to a single item, but also

the interaction of movement operations applying to two di�erent items that

are base-generated in a dominance relation – more speci�cally, he takes the

Williams Cycle to also restrict combinations of two movement operations in

a base structure [β . . . α . . . ], where either β moves �rst and α subsequently

moves to a higher position (freezing con�gurations), or αmoves out of β �rst,

and β then undergoes movement to a higher position (remnant movement

con�gurations; based on the terminology introduced in Sauerland (1996), the

di�erence is that between a ‘sur�ng’ path and a ‘diving’ path). I will disregard

these latter issues in what follows, though, focussing on cases where an item

is a�ected because it itself undergoes the movement operation throughout.5

In approaches that rely on some version of the Williams Cycle, improper

movement as in (1-b)–(6-b) can in principle be accounted for; in particular,

movement from SpecC to SpecV, Specv, or SpecT can be blocked because
movement to a higher kind of domain in the embedded clause is followed
by movement to a lower kind of domain in the matrix clause. �ere is a pro-
viso, though. �e fatal �rst movement step to the embedded SpecC position
that is required by locality is not inherently feature-driven; SpecC is not a
‘criterial position’ here. �us, if the Williams Cycle is assumed to only hold

5I would like to contend that the relevant data considered by Abels (2008) can be derived

independently in many cases, without recourse to a theory of improper movement. In addi-

tion, at least some of the data instantiating (legitimate and illegitimate) sur�ng and divings

paths advanced by Abels look potentially controversial. (See Müller 1998, 2011 on both these

issues.) Given that this may then mean that there is no uniform behaviour of cases where

a�ectedness implies identity of the moved item, where a�ectedness implies sur�ng paths, and

where a�ectedness implies diving paths, this will then threaten to undermine a homogeneous

approach based on a single notion of a�ectedness of constituents.
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for ‘criterial’ movement operations (see Abels 2008, for instance), improper
movement in (1-b)–(6-b) is in fact not predicted to be impossible per se, and
additional assumptions are called for to exclude the ill-formed derivations;
see Abels (2012b) for one speci�c proposal. On the other hand, if intermedi-
ate non-criterial movement steps (that take place without inherent features of
the host demanding them) do qualify as relevant for theWilliams Cycle, then
problems will arise as soon as one assumes that there are more intermediate
landing sites required by locality than just SpecC. To wit, assuming the PIC, if
vP is also a phase, the intermediatemovement step from the embedded SpecC
position to the matrix Specv position in the well-formed example in (16-a)
instantiating long-distance wh-movement in German is wrongly excluded by
the Williams Cycle in the same way that the criterial movement step from
the embedded SpecC position to the matrix Specv position in the ill-formed
example in (16-b) showing that long-distance scrambling is impossible in Ger-
man is excluded. ((16-b) = (1-b), with the intermediate traces added that are
required by the PIC if vP and CP are phases.)

(16) a. Welches
which

Buch1
bookacc

hat
has

[vP t
′′′
1 Karl
Karl

gemeint
meant

[CP t
′′
1 dass
that

[vP t
′
1

jeder
everyone

t1 lesen
read

möge ]]]?
should

b. *dass
that

Karl
Karlnom

[vP das
the

Buch1
bookacc

glaubt
thinks

[CP t
′′
1 dass
that

[vP t
′
1 keiner
no-onenom

t1 liest ]]]
reads

For now, I will leave it at that. I will come back to this issue below (it forms
part of what I call the promiscuity problem).

2.4. �e Activity Condition

In Chomsky (2000: 123), Chomsky (2001), andmuch subsequent relatedwork,
an Activity Condition is adopted for syntactic operations: To be eligible for
movement, an item must have an active (i.e., unchecked uninterpretable) fea-
ture sought by themovement-inducing head. �is assumption provides a sim-
ple account of the ban on super-raising in English (see (4-b), here repeated
again in (17)). In these constructions, the moved DP has its ϕ- and case fea-
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tures checked in the lower TP, by the embedded �nite T; thus, the DP cannot
be attracted by matrix T because it is not active anymore at this point.

(17) *Mary1 seems [CP t
′
1 that t1 likes John ]

�e simplicity of the approach notwithstanding, it can be observed that con-
ceptual and empirical problems have been noted with the Activity Condition
(see Nevins 2004; also Bošković 2007 for critical discussion). Here is one em-
pirical argument against this constraint raised by Nevins: �e Activity Condi-
tion is empirically problematic because it is at variance with the existence of
non-nominative subjects in SpecT (in languages like Icelandic) that have their
ϕ- and case features checked independently (and earlier in the derivation).

2.5. Feature Splitting

An approach that is speci�cally designed to replace Chomsky’s approach in
terms of the Activity Condition is the Feature Splitting analysis developed
in Obata and Epstein (2011). �is approach is based on the following three
assumptions. First, the PIC forces long-distance movement via SpecC (as
assumed throughout the present paper). Second, uninterpretable features
(like case features) are not permitted in the edge domain of a phase head (C)
once the phase head’s complement has undergone spell-out. (�is is based on
Richards’ 2007 argument to this e�ect; also see Chomsky 2008). �ird and �-
nally, in view of the second assumption, an operation of feature splittingmust
take place if a wh-subject is to undergo movement: �e case/ϕ-features un-
dergo movement to SpecT (under Agree with T, which has inherited the rele-
vant probe features fromC); and the wh- (or Q-) feature undergoes a separate
(but, by assumption, simultaneous) movement step to SpecC.�e derivation
of a wh-subject question in English on the basis of these assumptions (and
against the background of the copy theory of movement (re-) introduced in
Chomsky (1993)) is illustrated in (18).

(18) [CP Who[wh] C [TP who[ϕ],[case] T [vP who[wh],[ϕ],[case] le� ]]]?

�e feature splitting approach covers super-raising without further ado. In
cases like (19), matrix T does not �nd a matching goal: �e copy in the lower
SpecT position has undergone spell-out already, and the copy in the lower
SpecC position does not have ϕ- and case features anymore.
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(19) *Who seems [CP who[wh] C [TP who[ϕ],[case] [T will ] [vP
who[wh],[ϕ],[case] leave ]]]?

�is analysis can be generalized to cases where the super-raised item is not
a wh-phrase, as in (4-b)/(17): Irrespective of how an intermediate movement
step of the (non-wh) DP to the embedded SpecC position (as required by the
PIC) can be e�ected, it is clear that because of the assumption that case and
ϕ-features cannot show up in SpecC, feature splitting must apply, and the DP
in SpecC is not accessible to attraction by a higher T head anymore.6

2.6. Problems With the Existing Analyses

Closer inspection reveals that independently of potential individual shortcom-
ings as they have been noted above, none of the accounts of improper move-
ment just discussed can be maintained under a strictly derivational, local ap-
proach to displacement in which syntactic structure is generated bottom-up,
by successive application of structure-building operations (such as internal or
external Merge), and only very small parts of the structure are accessible at
any given point in the derivation (cf. Chomsky 2000, 2001, 2008). In partic-
ular, none of the existing accounts of improper movement manages to avoid
all three separate problems that may arise with improper movement analyses
from this perspective: (a) the generality problem, (b) the locality problem,
and (c) the promiscuity problem. I discuss the three problems in turn.

2.6.1. Generality

�e PUB-based account and theWilliamsCycle-based accounts are general in
the sense that all kinds of improper movement in (1-b)-(6-b) can be derived.
In contrast, the Principle C account fails as soon as one of the instances of
improper movement to a criterial position listed in section 1 can be shown
to qualify as A-bar movement (as argued, e.g., in Müller and Sternefeld 1993
for scrambling, and in Müller 1996 for extraposition). Even more obviously,
the Activity Condition-based and Feature Splitting-based accounts developed
in Chomsky (2000) and Obata and Epstein (2011), respectively, are con�ned

6Note incidentally that a similar consequence arises in the approach to improper movement

developed in Adger (2003: 388); Adger stipulates that “only wh-features are visible in the spec-

i�er of CP”.
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to super-raising, and cannot be generalized to other cases of improper move-
ment (like long-distance scrambling in German) in any obvious way. In these
other contexts, there is, by assumption, some head in the upper clause that
attracts some item from the lower clause (i.e., that shares some feature with
such an item) in a way that no other head (in the lower clause) does. So, in-
dependently of what the exact nature of the movement-related feature is that
is involved in scrambling, pronoun movement, clitic climbing, object shi�,
and extraposition (if there is any such feature to begin with), it seems clear
that such a feature could neither be rendered inactive in the embedded clause
(because these features must be optional on the heads on which they occur,
and, by assumption, therefore do not show up in the embedded clause if long-
distancemovement is to be triggered), as would be required under theActivity
Condition-based analysis; nor could such a feature obligatorily have to be split
o� the item that undergoes movement to SpecC and be checked in the TP do-
main (because T cannot check these features, and because it is unclear why
these features should behave like case features on moved items with respect
to interpretability, rather than like wh-features), as would be required under

the feature splitting analysis. �is consideration then only leaves PUB-based
accounts andWilliams Cycle-based accounts as serious contenders for a local
derivational implementation of the improper movement restriction.

2.6.2. Locality

Except for, possibly, the Activity Condition analysis and the Feature Splitting
analysis, all the above accounts of impropermovement require scanning large
amounts of syntactic structure. �us, the Principle C accountmust simultane-
ously take into account the base position of the moved item (which contains
the trace thatwill ultimately give rise to a violation of PrincipleC); the position
of the intermediate trace in the embedded SpecC position (which is relevant
for determining whether the trace in base position obeys Principle C or not);
and the position of the moved item in the �nal landing site that induces the
constraint violation.7

7By extension, this reasoning implies that Principle C and other binding conditions should

be abandoned in general in local derivational approaches to syntax, i.e., also for non-overt

categories. See Fischer (2006) for an approach to binding conditions that complies with this

requirement (but cannot be extended to improper movement in any obvious way); also see

Reuland (2001).
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More importantly (given the PrincipleC account’s lack of generality), thePUB-
based account and theWilliamsCycle-based accounts also face a locality prob-
lem. In the PUB-based account, to determine whether a trace is ambiguously
bound, potentially large domains of syntactic structure must be checked that
contain the initial trace, the moved item in the �nal landing site, and any in-
tervening intermediate traces. Similarly, in Williams Cycle-based accounts,
larges pieces of structure must be considered: Under the formulation in (12),
this is evident because the restriction explicitly holds for “a movement that
spans a matrix and an embedded clause” (my emphasis).8 Under the formu-
lation in (13), the legitimacy of a movement step is checked by inspecting
whether the moved item “has been a�ected by movement” (again, my empha-
sis) of a di�erent type earlier in the derivation, which in the simplest case im-
plies simultaneously taking into account the base position, an intermediate
position, and the �nal landing site, and potentially (given that “to be a�ected”
bymovementmay apply tomanymore nodes than “to have undergone”move-
ment) many more intervening categories. �us, it can be concluded that the
accounts of impropermovement that circumvent a generality problem all face
a locality problem: �ey are incompatible with a strictly local derivational ap-
proach to structure-building that permits only a very small amount of acces-
sible syntactic structure at any step of the derivation (given the PIC).9

2.6.3. Promiscuity

�e third, and arguably most pressing, problem with existing approaches to
improper movement arises under the assumption that many more intermedi-
ate positions are accessed in the course of successive-cyclic movement under
current locality considerations than just SpecC (which used to be the stan-
dard assumption up to Chomsky 1986).10 Given the PIC and the assumption
that CP, vP, and DP are phases, intermediate movement steps to Specv, SpecC,

8Non-locality is also an inherent property of the Lec fromwhich theGboim in (12) is derived

as a theorem inWilliams (2003); see footnote 3.
9�e second version of theWilliamsCycle-based approach developed in Bader (2011: ch. 4-5)

is an exception in this respect. In this analysis, locality can be maintained by postulating that

the phrase-structural makeup of a moved item inherently fully mirrors the phrase structure

through which it moves, and stipulating simultaneous spell-out operations of parallel features

on the moved item and the clausal spine.
10A version of this problem is also mentioned in Neeleman and van de Koot (2010: 346-347)

and Bader (2011: ch. 5).
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and SpecD are required for all movement types without necessarily giving rise
to improper movement e�ects. �ings get only worse if all intervening XPs
must be crossed via intermediate movement steps to SpecX in the course of
movement; see Sportiche (1989), Takahashi (1994), Agbayani (1998), Chom-
sky (2005, 2008), Bošković (2002), Boeckx (2003), Boeckx and Grohmann
(2007), andMüller (2011), amongmany others.11 Assuming either many or all
intervening XPs to require and permit intermediate escape hatches, it is clear
that the intermediate landing sites are highly promiscuous – they simply must
not care what kind of ultimate target position a moved item will end up in.
�is calls into question both the PUB-based account and Williams Cycle-

based accounts of improper movement. A PUB-based account would pre-
dict virtually all movement to be improper: A wh-object moving via Specv
to a clause-bound SpecC position would create an ambiguously bound ini-
tial trace in the same way that scrambling from SpecC to Specv does. Simi-
larly, Williams Cycle-based accounts would make wrong predictions: Local
movement of a wh-object to SpecC via Specv would still be unproblematic
(in contrast to what would be the case under a PUB-based account); however,
as noted above, well-formed long-distance wh-movement to a matrix SpecC
position via �rst an embedded Specv position, then an embedded SpecC po-
sition and �nally a matrix Specv position would wrongly be excluded in the
same way that long-distance scrambling via �rst an embedded Specv position
and then an embedded SpecC position is correctly excluded as improper; re-
call the two constructions in (16-a) (legitimate long-distance wh-movement)
and (16-b) (illegitimate long-distance scrambling).
�us, it seems that if massive intermediate movement steps to promiscu-

ous escape hatches are assumed, a dilemma is unavoidable for a PUB-based
account and for Williams Cycle-based accounts: Either it is postulated that
only criterial positions (�nal landing sites of movement) count for improper
movement. �en it is unclear how, e.g., long-distance scrambling via SpecC
can be excluded (where the intermediate SpecC landing site is certainly not
a criterial position); more generally, none of the improper movement e�ects
in (1-b)–(6-b) can be derived anymore. Or it is assumed that all positions
(including all non-criterial intermediate positions) count for improper move-

11At this point, it does not matter whether the iterated intermediate movement steps are then

required by the PIC (which would imply that all XPs are phases), or by some other (perhaps

additional) locality constraint (in which case it can be maintained that only certain kinds of

categories qualify as phases).
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ment. �en it is unclear how, e.g., long-distance wh-movement via matrix
Specv can be permitted (given that long-distance scrambling targetting the
same position needs to be ruled out). In a nutshell, given promiscuous in-
termediate movement steps, the accounts of improper movement that handle
the generality problem are either not restrictive enough anymore, or they are
much too restrictive. �is implies that either additional assumptions must be
made to save these accounts, or that they must be abandoned, and replaced
by something completely di�erent.12

2.6.4. So?

It seems that many cases where improper movement has been invoked can
in fact be derived di�erently, without recourse to a speci�c constraint on im-
proper movement. Concerning the phenomena tackled in Müller and Sterne-
feld (1993) by invoking the PUB, this holds, e.g., for the asymmetry with top-
icalization from wh-islands vs. wh-movement from wh-islands in German
(and other languages), as in (10). (�is is analyzed as a maraudage e�ect un-

12Abels (2012b) pursues the �rst strategy. He adopts a weak version of the Williams Cycle

where intermediate traces in non-criterial positions are simply ignored, and then invokes an

additional system of “�avoured” edge features for intermediate movement steps that mimick

the ultimate features giving rise to criterial movement. �e analysis works such that for each

phase head requiring an intermediate movement step, it is stipulated (possibly from language

to language) which kind of �avoured edge features it can be equipped with. If, e.g., C cannot

have a �avoured case/ϕ edge feature but can have a �avoured wh edge feature, wh-movement

can apply long-distance whereas raising cannot; if the restrictions on �avoured edge features

are reversed onC in a language, super-raising is possible whereas long-distancewh-movement

is not; and so on. Abels (2012a,b) adduces potentially interesting evidence fromTagalog to sup-

port such an approach. However, I will not consider this approach in any more detail in what

follows because it denies that there is any inherent systematicity to the e�ects in (1-b)–(6-b);

i.e., on this view, the generalization formulated at the beginning of the present paper (accord-

ing to which movement types with low landing sites tend not to apply long-distance) simply

does not exist – and this despite the fact that the �avoured edge features of Abels (2012b) are

assumed to accompany, rather than replace, theWilliams Cycle that it would seem to strongly

resemble. Furthermore, note that these kinds of �avoured edge features cannot by themselves

provide a comprehensive account of all relevant instances of improper movement (e.g., if two

inherently feature-drivenmovement operations ending up in criterial positions are combined,

�avoured edge features as such cannot rule out the combination as improper). Finally, it is

worth pointing out that non-promiscuous, �avoured edge features are incompatible with the

assumption of a crash-proof syntax (see Frampton and Gutmann 2002) because most choices

of edge features on phase heads will be incompatible with the item that in fact needs to un-

dergo the intermediate movement step.
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der the Intermediate Step Corollary (see below) in Müller 2011, such that a
�rst-moved wh-phrase on its way out of the clause, and to its �nal landing site
in the matrix clause, ‘maraudes’ the embedded C’s features that were needed
for a second-moved wh-phrase that is supposed to end up in the embedded
wh-clause’s SpecC position, whereas a �rst-moved topic on its way out of the
clause does not maraude the embedded C’s features because it is equipped
with fewermovement-related features to beginwith.) It also holds for an asym-
metry with extraction from verb-second clauses in German that is derived in
terms of improper movement in Haider (1984), von Stechow and Sternefeld
(1988: ch. 11.7), Sternefeld (1992), Müller and Sternefeld (1993), and Williams
(2003). (�is is analyzed as a CED e�ect derivable from the PIC in Müller
2011.)
However, this conclusion does not hold for all cases. In particular, it does

not hold for the core cases in (1-b)–(6-b) (super-rasing, long-distance scram-
bling, etc.):�ere is nomaraudage here (because there is no competingmoved
item to begin with), and there are no CED islands involved (other items, like
wh-phrases or topics, can be extracted into the matrix clause in otherwise
identical contexts).
In view of all this, my goal in what follows is to provide a local reformulation

of the Williams Cycle as a core component of the theory of improper move-
ment that is compatible with a strictly derivational approach, with extremely
small accessible domains throughout (where each phrase is a phase), and that
meets the requirements imposed not only by the locality problem, but also by
the remaining two problems just discussed: It has to be general (covering all
the cases in (1-b)–(6-b)); and it has to be compatible with the promiscuity of
edge features.13

3. Background: Edge Features and Successive-Cyclic Movement

Following Chomsky (2000, 2001, 2008) andmuch related work, I assume that
intermediate movement steps are brought about by edge features. Since the
generation and discharge of edge features will be instrumental in accounting

13Abels (2008) remarks that “GenPIM [. . . ] cannot be understood directly as a constraint

on derivations (unless the standard assumption is given up that successive cyclic movement

is launched before the target of movement is merged into the tree)”, and states that he makes

“no attempt to reformulate GenPIM in derivational terms”. Essentially, this is what I set out

to do in what follows.
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for improper movement e�ects by a reformulatedWilliams Cycle to be devel-
oped below, some clari�cations about edge features and the role that they play
in derivations are called for at this point.
�e basic question is whether edge feature insertion is assumed to be freely

available or severely constrained. A version of the �rst option is pursued in
Chomsky (2008), where phase heads are simply assumed to have an “edge
property” that allows them to generate any number of speci�ers; this is exten-
sionally equivalent to assuming that edge feature insertion is freely available
throughout. �e second option is adopted in Chomsky (2000, 2001), where
constraints on edge feature insertion are speci�ed. It seems clear that if edge
feature insertion is free (or if phase heads have an edge property), no restric-
tions on impropermovement can be imposed in the domain of edge features.14

�erefore, I assume that edge feature insertion is not free. In the approach to
movement developed in Müller (2011), constraints on edge feature insertion
play a decisive role in deriving MLC and CED e�ects from the PIC. In what
follows, I will adopt this approach as a general background for a theory of
improper movement.15

�e approach rests on four main assumptions. First, all phrases are
phases. Second, all syntactic operations are driven by designated features:
�ere are structure-building features ([●F●]) that trigger internal and ex-
ternal Merge operations (movement and base-concatenation, respectively),
and there are probe features ([∗F∗]) that trigger Agree operations. �ird,
operation-inducing features are ordered; they show up on stacks, with a Last
Resort condition demanding that only the topmost feature on a given stack
can be discharged (and thereby deleted). Fourth and �nally, edge feature in-
sertion that is required for e�ecting intermediate movement steps (given the
second assumption) is restricted by an Edge Feature Condition that is a modi-
�cation of Chomsky’s original proposal. Chomsky (2000, 2001) suggests that
the head X of phase XP may be assigned an edge feature a�er the phase XP is
otherwise complete, but only if that has an e�ect on outcome. In Müller (2011),
it is argued that the italicized parts of the condition should be changed, such

14Unless, that is, one assumes edge features to be �avoured in the sense ofAbels (2012b); recall

the discussion in footnote 12.
15To a large extent, this is solely due to the need to have some su�ciently explicit frame of

reference within which a local version of the Williams Cycle based on the generation and

discharge of edge features can be formulated. In a few areas, however, the speci�c choice of

frame of reference does matter; I will discuss these issues when they arise.
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that the head X of phase XP may be assigned an edge feature before the phase
XP is otherwise complete (i.e., only as long as the phase head is still active, and
has not yet become completely inert), but only if there is no other way to pro-
duce a balanced phase (this last requirement can be viewed as a way to encode
the ‘e�ect on outcome’ condition by inspecting movement-inducing features
of the numeration and comparing them with the potentially available mate-
rial matching these features in the current derivation, in a way that does not
require actual look-ahead; see Heck and Müller 2000). �e resulting version
of the Edge Feature Condition is given in (20).

(20) Edge Feature Condition:
An edge feature [●X●] can be assigned to the head γ of a phase, ending
up on the top of γ’s stack of structure-building features, only if (a) and
(b) hold:

a. γ has not yet discharged all its structure-building or probe fea-
tures.

b. �e phase headed by γ is otherwise not balanced.

As shown inMüller (2011), given these assumptions,MLC andCED e�ects fol-
low from the PIC, and there is no need to invoke speci�c constraints to derive
them anymore. In particular, MLC e�ects follow because the higher one of
two items competing for movement to the domain of a movement-inducing
head (i.e., the item that is merged later) ensures phase balance without edge
feature insertion, which is therefore blocked; and subsequent movement of
the lower item violates the PIC.On the other hand, CED e�ects follow because
edge feature insertion cannot take place for an item that is included in a last-
merged speci�er of a phase head, with the phase head qualifying as inert at this
point; subsequent movement of such an item included in a last-merged spec-
i�er then also violates the PIC (given non-recursive phase edges); in contrast,
non-last-merged speci�ers and non-last-merged complements are predicted
to be fully transparent (where speci�ers are non-�rst-merged items, and com-
plements are �rst-merged items), and last-merged complements are predicted
to be sometimes transparent (when additional probe features show up on the
phase heads, an option that does not arise with speci�ers for systematic rea-
sons related to cyclicity and the c-command requirement for Agree).
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A side e�ect of this approach is that intermediate movement steps must take
place before regular speci�ers are merged; this is referred to in Müller (2011)
as the Intermediate Step Corollary; see (21).

(21) Intermediate Step Corollary:
Intermediatemovement steps to speci�ers of X (as required by the PIC)
must take place before a �nal speci�er is merged in XP.

�e Intermediate Step Corollary is argued to have interesting consequences
for a residue of MLC e�ects that cannot be subsumed under the PIC in
Müller (2011) (cf. the selective nature of wh-islands for topicalization vs. wh-
movement; see (10) above). For the approach to improper movement to be
developed in what follows it will not be directly relevant; still, it will be worth
keeping in mind when one looks at the order of operations in the derivations
that will be given below.
To sum up so far, edge features play a central role in the approach to move-

ment developed in Müller (2011), and to the extent that the restrictions on
their insertion make it possible to derive a number of di�erent locality e�ects
in a uni�ed way, they can arguably be viewed as well motivated empirically.
However, from a minimalist perspective, there is a very basic problem with
the very existence of inserted edge features in syntactic derivations: Edge fea-
ture insertion violates the Inclusiveness Condition (see, e.g., Chomsky 2001,
2005, 2008), according to which material that is not originally part of the nu-
meration cannot be introduced into syntactic derivations in the course of the
derivation.16

A possible solution to this problem is advanced in Lahne (2009). Lahne
suggests that edge features do not exist as such; rather, there is just an edge
property (or a structure-building instruction: [● ●]) that can be assigned to
some feature(s) of a phase head, thereby creating an edge feature. Discharge
(and deletion) of such derivative edge features then accounts for a generaliza-
tion concerning themorphological formof intermediate re�exes of successive-
cyclic movement; by deleting derivative edge features, contexts for (late) mor-
phological insertion are impoverished, thereby e�ecting a “retreat to the gen-

16Also, given that edge feature insertion is heavily constrained by the Edge Feature Condition,

such features cannot plausibly be assumed to all be present in numerations since the latter

would have to anticipate the exact number of edge features needed for convergence – not one

too many, not one too few – if one wants to maintain a model approaching crash-proofness

in which it is not the case that the vast majority of derivations will eventually fail.
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eral case” (see Halle and Marantz 1993), which then implies that re�exes of
successive-cyclic movement will always qualify as morphological default ex-
ponents. However, there is a problem with this approach: �e newly derived
edge feature may need to attract and check a moved item on which a match-
ing feature is not found. For instance, an edge feature [●V●] must be assumed
to be able to attract a DP with a con�icting categorial feature in transitive
irrealis contexts in Chamorro (where the morphological re�ex of successive-
cyclic movement necessitates deletion of [V]); see Lahne (2009: 70). Similarly,
an edge feature [●voice:–ag●] may need to attract a wh-itemwith a con�icting
feature value (viz., [voice:+ag]) in nominalization constructions in Chamorro
(see Lahne 2009: 80); and so on.

I conclude from all this that the idea to construct edge features from exist-
ing material on phase heads (rather than insert them out of nowhere) is on
the right track because it helps to avoid the problem with the Inclusiveness
Condition.17 However, the newly formed edge features cannot be assumed to
directly correspond to features that show up on phase heads: A phase head v,
for instance, must be able to attract a DP with which it does not share a single
feature (categorial or other).

4. A Reformulation of the Williams Cycle

4.1. Assumptions

I would like to suggest that edge features are defective copies of categorial fea-
tures of phase heads; the original categorial information is stripped o� but
retained in some form on the feature. �e edge features thus generated suc-
cessively value movement-related features of moved items passing through
the speci�er positions of the phase heads where the respective edge feature
originates, thereby creating lists that record aspects of the derivational his-
tory of movement. Such information is maintained for a while in derivations,
but is deleted as soon as information of the same type is encountered. Finally,
when an eventual (criterial) target position is reached, the functional sequence
(f-seq) of heads (see Starke 2001) must be respected on such lists.

17Depending on the exact interpretation of what it means to assign a “property” to a given

feature, one might argue that an Inclusiveness Condition violation is not fully avoided either

in this approach. However, even on such a strict view, there would still be an obvious mini-

mization of a potential violation of the constraint.
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More speci�cally, I will make the following assumptions about the mechanics
of edge feature generation and discharge. First, an edge feature is a defective
copy of the categorial feature of a phase head accompanied by a structure-
building instruction ([● ●]). �e copy mechanism is given in (22-a) (with γ

a variable over category labels), and it is illustrated for some phase heads in
(22-b).

(22) a. [γ]→ [γ], [●Xγ●]
b. (i) [V]→ [V] [●XV●]

(ii) [v]→ [v], [●Xv●]
(iii) [T]→ [T], [●XT●]
(iv) [C]→ [C], [●XC●]

As shown in (22), the original content of the feature is lost in the course of
defective copying; this makes the feature usable (i.e., there is no instruction
anymore to merge an item with the exact same categorial feature as that of
the phase head). However, crucial aspects of the original information (viz.,
the categorial feature of the phase head) remain intact so as to make it possi-
ble to trace (recent) steps of the derivation: �e categorial information is still
there as part of the structure-building edge feature, but it does not by itself
restrict the nature of the merge operation that the edge feature e�ects.18 As
before (see the last section), as many edge features can be generated (by copy-
ing the categorial feature of the phase head) as are needed to e�ect intermedi-
ate movement steps of items, in accordance with the Edge Feature Condition.
�e revised version of the Edge Feature Condition is given in (23) (compare
(20)).

18One can think of this in terms of a vaccination analogy: A virus is rendered inactive by

destroying its contents, but the protein shell uniquely identifying the virus is preserved. Note

incidentally that it would in principle be possible to assume that only the defective copy is in

fact retained in (22); or that edge feature generation involves only the assignment of the edge

property and the demotion of the original categorial content, with no copying involved in the

�rst place. Tomake this work, onewould have to assume that the categorial information of the

phase head is either irrelevant in the remainder of the derivation (see Collins 2002, Heck 2010,

pace Ott 2012, Chomsky 2013), or has been projected before edge feature generation applies.
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(23) Edge Feature Condition (EFC, revised):
An edge feature [●Xγ●] can be generated by defective copying of the
categorial feature of a head γ of a phase, and can be assigned to the top
of γ’s stack of structure-building features, only if (a) and (b) hold:

a. γ has not yet discharged all its structure-building or probe fea-
tures.

b. �e phase headed by γ is otherwise not balanced.

Second, movement-related features on moved items (i.e., the β features that
are attracted by phase heads with corresponding structure-building features
[●β●]) have lists as values. �is is shown for the features that I assume to be in-
volved in scrambling, wh-movement, topicalization, relativization, and EPP-
driven movement to SpecT in (24), with ◻ representing an initially empty
list.19

(24) a. [Σ:◻] (scrambling)
b. [wh:◻] (wh-movement)
c. [top:◻] (topicaliztion)
d. [rel:◻] (relativization)
e. [epp:◻] (raising to SpecT)

�ird, edge feature discharge involves valuation of the movement-related fea-
ture of the moved item by the (defective) categorial information on the phase
head, so as to ensure complete matching of the two items. Categorial infor-
mation is successively added on top of the list. �is is shown in (25) for an
abstract derivation in which a wh-phrase undergoes successive-cyclic move-
ment via all intervening phase edges to the embedded SpecC position (which

19Whereas [wh:◻] and [rel:◻] features for wh-movement and relativization, respectively, can

be assumed to obligatorily show up on an item, [Σ:◻] and [top:◻] features for scrambling and

topicalization must be optional on items. Similarly, the movement-inducing features [●wh●]
and [●rel●] show up obligatorily on interrogative and relative C, respectively (in languages of

the English or German type), whereas [●Σ●] is optional on v/V in scrambling languages, and

[●top●] is obligatory on C in German verb-second clauses, and optional (on C or some addi-

tional functional head of the le� periphery) in English. As for the nature and justi�cation of a

feature like [(●)Σ(●)] for scrambling, see Grewendorf and Sabel (1999) and Sauerland (1999),

among others. Also, for present purposes I will remain uncommitted as to what ultimately

underlies the epp feature postulated here, and whether it is related to case, categorial label, or

yet something else.
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is not its ultimate target position because, by assumption, C is declarative here
and lacks [●wh●]).

(25) a. Merge(V:[●XV●], DP:[wh:◻])→ V DP:[wh: V ]

b. Merge(v:[●Xv●], DP:[wh: V ])→ v DP:[wh: vV ]

c. Merge(T:[●XT●], DP:[wh: vV ])→ T DP:[wh: TvV ]

d. Merge(C:[●XC●], DP:[wh: TvV ])→ C DP:[wh: CTvV ]

Fourth, when identical categorial information is added at the top, the original
information is deleted at the bottom (more precisely, in a non-top position).20

Such a deletion of parts of the derivational record in feature value lists is de-
picted in (26), which continues the derivation in (25) into the matrix clause

(the last step that merges C and DP is repeated here); prior V information
is deleted once the wh-phrase encounters a new SpecV position; and prior v
information is deleted when it reaches a new Specv position.

(26) a. Merge(C:[●XC●], DP:[wh: TvV ])→ C DP:[wh: CTvV ]

b. Merge(V:[●XV●], DP:[wh: CTvV ])→ V DP:[wh: VCTvV ]

c. Merge(v:[●Xv●], DP:[wh: VCTvV ])→ v DP:[wh: vVCTvV ]

�e operations of (recursive) valuation of a movement-related feature and of
deletion in feature lists are formulated more generally in (27) and (28).

(27) Valuation:
Merge(Y:[●Xγ●], Z:[F: (δ1). . . (δn) ])→ Y Z:[F: γ(δ1). . . (δn) ], where F is

a movement-related feature and (δ1). . . (δn) is a (possibly empty) list
of pieces of categorial information.

(28) Deletion:
Y Z:[F: γ(δ1). . . (δ i)γ(δ j). . . (δn) ] → Y Z:[F: γ(δ1). . . (δ i )(δ j). . . (δn) ],
where F is a movement-related feature, and δ1. . . δn and γ are pieces
of categorial information.21

20�e system outlined here is derivational, and information gets lost during the derivation.

E�ectively, the proposed deletion mechanism instantiates a ban on recursion in feature value

lists, possiblymotivated by economy considerations, or by parsing considerations (Josef Bayer,

p.c.). Also cf. Heck (2010) and Arsenijević and Hinzen (2012), where it is argued that direct

recursion is not available in syntax. �e conceptual underpinning for this latter view (a kind

of ambiguity avoidance) looks very similar to the present restriction, but I will refrain from

trying to suggest a uni�ed approach here.
21�is formulation presupposes that deletion of categorial information in feature lists is to be
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Finally, when a moved item has reached its target position, it discharges the
movement-related structure-building feature of the head. �is feature (which
is inherently present on a phase head and not generated in accordance with
the Edge Feature Condition) must also carry the categorial information of the
head it is associated with, e.g., [●whC●]; this ensures deletion of the earlier C
information in the case at hand; see (29) (again, the last relevant step of the
earlier derivation is repeated here for convenience).

(29) a. Merge(v:[●Xv●], DP:[wh: VCTvV ])→ v DP:[wh: vVCTvV ]

b. Merge(T:[●XT●], DP:[wh: vVCTvV ])→ T DP:[wh: TvVCTvV ]

c. Merge(C:[●whC●], DP:[wh: TvVCTV ])→ C DP:[wh: CTvVCTvV ]

Crucially, at this point (i.e., in the criterial position), it is determined whether
the information recording the intermediate landing sites conforms to the func-
tional sequence (f-seq) independently established in syntactic structures (e.g.,
C≻T≻v≻V); cf. (30).

(30) a. Merge(C:[●whC●], DP:[wh: TvVCTV ])→ C DP:[wh: CTvVCTvV ]

b. Check C DP:[wh: CTvVCTvV ]→
√

�is is the new version of the Williams Cycle, which can be formulated as in
(31).

(31) Williams Cycle:
Categorial information on a list of a movement-related feature β must
conform to f-seq when β is checked by an inherent structure-building
feature [●βπ●] of a phase head π (i.e., in criterial positions).

With the new Williams Cycle-based system in place, let me go through some
sample derivations distinguishing proper from improper movement.

4.2. Clause-BoundWh-Movement

Consider �rst a simple case of clause-bound wh-movement, as in (32) in En-
glish.

(32) (I wonder) [CP what2 C [TP she1 T [vP t1 v [VP said t2 ]]]]

taken literally. Still, since nothing hinges on this issue, I continue to render deleted γ as γ in

the derivations that follow, so as to maximize perspicuity.
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�e derivation is shown in (33). On the VP level, the wh-object what �rst
needs to undergo movement to SpecV because of the PIC (cf. (7)), given that
�rst-merged items (i.e., complements) are not yet part of the edge domain
of a phase. An edge feature [●XV●] can be generated by defective copying
here in accordance with the Edge Feature Condition in (23), and edge fea-
ture discharge triggers movement of DPwh:◻ to SpecV, valuing the movement-
related feature by adding categorial V information to the (initially empty) list:
DPwh: V ; see (33-b).22 Next, on the vP level, a new edge feature [●Xv●] is gener-
ated and discharged by movement of DPwh: V to Specv, which further values
the wh-feature on the moved item: DPwh: vV . Given the Intermediate Step
Corollary, such movement must take place before the external argument DP
is merged with v; the latter operation therefore creates an outer speci�er; see
(33-de). �e pattern is repeated on the TP level, where [●XT●] is �rst gen-
erated and then discharged by movement of DP to SpecT, thereby valuing
its wh-feature with the newly encountered syntactic context; see DPwh: TvV in
(33-g). (Again, the Intermediate StepCorollary ensures that EPP-drivenmove-
ment of the subject DP comes later in the derivation, and creates a higher spec-
i�er position of T; see (33-h)). Finally, on the CP level, the inherentmovement-
inducing feature [●whC●] on the interrogative C head triggers movement of
DPwh: TvV to SpecC, valuing the wh-feature by adding the categorial informa-

tion and thereby producing DPwh: CTvV ; cf. (33-j). Since an inherent structure-
building feature has been checked at this point, the Williams Cycle in (31)
demands matching of the categorial information on the list that is the value
of themovedDPwith f-seq; since the former conforms to the latter, the deriva-
tion is legitimate.

22See Müller (2011) for discussion. Note that this is at variance with the assumption that

extremely local movement is precluded; it implies that a strict Anti-Locality requirement on

movement cannot hold, pace Bošković (1997), Abels (2003), and Grohmann (2003), among

others.
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(33) a. [V′ [V said ][●XV●] what[wh:◻]]
b. [VP what[wh: V ] [V′ [V said ]]]
c. [v′ v[●Xv●]≻[●D●] [VP what[wh: V ] [V′ [V said ]]]]
d. [v′ what[wh: vV ] [v′ v[●D●] [VP [V′ [V said ]]]]]
e. [vP she [v′ what[wh: vV ] [v′ v [VP [V′ [V said ]]]]]]
f. [T′ T[●XT●]≻[●epp●] [vP she [v′ what[wh: vV ] [v′ v [VP [V′ [V said ]]]]]]]
g. [T′ what[wh: TvV ] T[●epp●] [vP she [v′ [v′ v [VP [V′ [V said ]]]]]]]
h. [TP she [T′ what[wh: TvV ] T [vP [v′ [v′ v [VP [V′ [V said ]]]]]]]]
i. [C′ C[●wh●] [TP she [T′ what[wh: TvV ] T [vP [v′ [v′ v [VP [V′ [V

said ]]]]]]]]]
j. [CP what[wh: CTvV ] [C′ C [TP she [T′ T [vP [v′ [v′ v [VP [V′ [V

said ]]]]]]]]]] (
√
f-seq)

4.3. Long-Distance Wh-Movement

Consider next the case of long-distance wh-movement from a declarative CP,
as in the English example in (34).

(34) What2 do you think [CP C [TP she1 T [vP t1 v [VP said t2 ]]]] ?

�e derivational steps in the embedded CP are almost exactly as in (32); see
(35). As before, extremely local movement from the complement position of
V to a speci�er of V is required by the PIC (which values the wh-feature on
the DP with the symbol V), and the intermediate movement steps on the vP
and TP levels precede external Merge and internal Merge of the subject DP,
respectively, because of the Intermediate Step Corollary. �e only relevant
di�erence to (32) is that movement on the CP level is required not by an in-
herent structure-building feature of C (because there is no such feature), but
by an edge feature [●XC●] that is generated in accordance with the revised
Edge Feature Condition in (23), by defective copying of the categorial feature
of the phase head. As a consequence, valuation of thewh-feature in (35-j) does
not activate theWilliams Cycle: Movement has not yet targetted a criterial po-

sition.
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(35) Embedded clause:

a. [V′ [V said ][●XV●] what[wh:◻] ]
b. [VP what[wh: V ] [V′ [V said ]]]

c. [v′ v[●Xv●]≻[●D●] [VP what[wh: V ] [V′ [V said ]]]]

d. [v′ what[wh: vV ] [v′ v[●D●] [VP [V′ [V said ]]]]]

e. [vP she [v′ what[wh: vV ] [v′ v [VP [V′ [V said ]]]]]]

f. [T′ T[●XT●]≻[●epp●] [vP she [v′ what[wh: vV ] [v′ v [VP [V′ [V said ]]]]]]]

g. [T′ what[wh: TvV ] T[●epp●] [vP she [v′ [v′ v [VP [V′ [V said ]]]]]]]

h. [TP she [T′ what[wh: TvV ] T [vP [v′ [v′ v [VP [V′ [V said ]]]]]]]]

i. [C′ C[●XC●] [TP she [T′ what[wh: TvV ] T [vP [v′ [v′ v [VP [V′ [V
said ]]]]]]]]]

j. [CP what[wh: CTvV ] [C′ C [TP she [T′ T [vP [v′ [v′ v [VP [V′ [V
said ]]]]]]]]]]

On the matrix VP, vP, and TP levels, edge feature generation, edge feature
discharge, and wh-valuation on the moved item proceed as in the embedded
domain, but there is an interesting di�erence: Movement to matrix SpecV in
(35-l) adds the symbol V at the top of the wh-feature list of the moved DP, and
concurrently deletes this categorial information at the bottom (in accordance
with (28)); movement to matrix Specv in (35-n) adds v on top of the list and
deletes v at the bottom; and movement to matrix SpecT in (35-q) does the
same with T. In all three cases, a feature list results that does not conform to
f-seq (viz., VCTv , vVCT , and TvVC ); but since all threemovement steps are trig-
gered by edge features generated in order to comply with the PIC rather than
by inherent structure-building features of a phase head, this is unproblematic
from the perspective of the Williams Cycle, which is satis�ed vacuously in
these contexts. In contrast, the �nal movement step to SpecC in (35-t) is trig-
gered by an inherent movement-inducing feature of the matrix interrogative
C head, viz., [●whC●], so the Williams Cycle will spring into action and de-
mand a correspondence of f-seq and the wh-feature list present on the moved

DP. However, movement to SpecC has resulted in adding C to the feature list,
and the lower C symbol is then deleted. �erefore, theWilliams Cycle is (non-
vacuously) satis�ed by the �nal movement step.
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(35) Matrix clause:

k. [V′ [V think][●XV●] [CP what[wh: CTvV ] [C′ C [TP she said ]]]]
l. [VP what[wh: VCTvV ] [V′ [V think] [CP [C′ C [TP she said ]]]]]
m. [v′ v[●Xv●]≻[●D●] [VP what[wh: VCTvV ] [V′ [V think] [CP [C′ C [TP she

said ]]]]]]
n. [v′ what[wh: vVCTvV ] [v′ v[●D●] [VP [V′ [V think] [CP [C′ C [TP she

said ]]]]]]]
o. [vP you [v′ what[wh: vVCTvV ] [v′ v [VP [V′ [V think] [CP [C′ C [TP she

said ]]]]]]]]
p. [T′ T[●XT●]≻[●epp●] [vP you [v′ what[wh: vVCTvV ] [v′ v [VP think she

said ]]]]]
q. [T′ what[wh: TvVCTvV ] [T′ T[●epp●] [vP you [v′ [v′ v [VP think she

said ]]]]]]
r. [TP you [T′ what[wh: TvVCTvV ] [T′ T [vP [v′ [v′ v [VP think she

said ]]]]]]]
s. [C′ C[●wh●] [TP you [T′ what[wh: TvVCTvV ] [T′ T [vP [v′ [v′ v [VP think

she said ]]]]]]]]
t. [CP what[wh: CTvVCTvV ] [C′ C [TP you think she said ]]] (

√
f-seq)

Whereas the Williams Cycle thus predicts wh-movement to be able to apply
non-locally, in a successive-cyclic manner, predictions are quite di�erent for
movement types which target a lower position in the clause, like scrambling.
I turn to this in the next section.

4.4. Clause-Bound Scrambling

Suppose, as before, that scrambling (in German) targets SpecV or Specv, and
involves optional structure-building ([●Σ●]) and movement-related ([Σ:◻])
features on the attracting V or v head and the moved item, respectively. In
(36) (= (1-a)), scrambling must target a Specv position, with the subject DP
keiner (‘no-one’) staying in situ.

(36) dass
that

das
the

Buch1
bookacc

keiner
no-one-nom

t1 liest
reads

�e derivation is straightforward, and shown in (37). Extremely local move-
ment to SpecV (which is also string-vacuous, given the SOV nature of Ger-
man) takes place at �rst (see (37-b)). �is movement step is brought about
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by an edge feature [●XV●] generated on V in accordance with the Edge Fea-
ture Condition, and it values the list of the Σ-feature on the object DP with
the symbol V. Since, by assumption, the next higher v head already bears the
structure-building feature [●Σ●], a criterial position is reached in the next step,
and movement of the object DP stops here (see (37-e)). �eWilliams Cycle is

therefore checked at this point, and since the sequence vV conforms to f-seq,
the derivation can legitimately continue to the TP and CP levels, as in (37-fg).

(37) a. [V′ [DP das Buch ][Σ:◻] [V liest ][●XV●] ]
b. [VP [DP das Buch ][Σ: V ] [V′ [V liest ]]]
c. [v′ [VP [DP das Buch ][Σ: V ] [V′ [V liest ]]] v[●D●]≻[●Σ●] ]
d. [v′ keiner [v′ [VP [DP das Buch ][Σ: V ] [V′ [V liest ]]] v[●Σ●] ]]
e. [vP [DP das Buch ][Σ: vV ] [v′ keiner [v′ [VP [V′ [V liest ]]] v ]]]

(
√
f-seq)

f. [TP [vP [DP das Buch ][Σ: vV ] [v′ keiner [v′ [VP [V′ [V liest ]]] v ]]]
T ]

g. [CP [C dass ] [TP [vP [DP das Buch ][Σ: vV ] [v′ keiner [v′ [VP [V′ [V
liest ]]] v ]]] T ]]

4.5. �e Ban on Long-Distance Scrambling

�ings are di�erent with illegitimate long-distance scrambling in German. A
relevant example is repeated here as (38) (= (1-b)).

(38) *dass
that

Karl
Karlnom

das
the

Buch
bookacc

glaubt
thinks

[CP dass
that

keiner
no-onenom

t1 liest ]
reads

In the embedded clause, the derivation proceeds in basically the same way as
the derivation of well-formed long-distance wh-movement in steps a.–j. of
(35). �e only relevant di�erence (lexical choices, absence of the EPP, and
linearization aside) is that the movement-related feature on the object DP
that gets valued successively by categorial information associated with the do-
mains that it passes through is now [Σ:◻], and not [wh:◻] anymore. �ese
steps are illustrated in (39-a)–(39-i). �e list CTvV resulting at the CP level
conforms to f-seq, but this is immaterial since the embedded SpecC is not
yet a criterial position (movement to SpecC is triggered by an edge feature
generated in the derivation, rather than by an inherent feature of C).
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(39) Embedded clause:

a. [V′ [DP das Buch ][Σ:◻] [V liest ][●XV●] ]
b. [VP [DP das Buch ][Σ: V ] [V′ [V liest ]]]
c. [v′ [VP [DP das Buch ][Σ: V ] [V′ [V liest ]]] v[●Xv●]≻[●D●] ]
d. [v′ [DP das Buch ][Σ: vV ] [v′ [VP [V′ [V liest ]]] v[●D●] ]]
e. [vP keiner [v′ [DP das Buch ][Σ: vV ] [v′ [VP [V′ [V liest ]]] v ]]]
f. [T′ [vP keiner [v′ [DP das Buch ][Σ: vV ] [v′ [VP [V′ [V liest ]]] v ]]]

T[●XT●] ]
g. [TP [DP das Buch ][Σ: TvV ] [T′ [vP keiner [v′ [v′ [VP [V′ [V liest ]]]

v ]]] T ]]
h. [C′ [C dass ][●XC●] [TP [DP das Buch ][Σ: TvV ] [T′ [vP keiner liest v ]

T ]]]
i. [CP [DP das Buch ][Σ: CTvV ] [C′ [C dass ] [TP [T′ [vP keiner liest v ]

T ]]]]

�e subsequent edge feature-driven intermediate movement step in the ma-
trix VP domain is also as in the case of long-distance wh-movement in (35);
see (39-k), which gives rise to a Σ-feature list VCTv , which is at variance with
f-seq but unproblematic because the Williams Cycle is vacuously ful�lled in
a non-criterial landing site. However, the movement step to the matrix Specv
position, though structurally similar to that in the legitimate derivation in (35),
is fatal; see (39-n): Movement to Specv gives rise to a list vVCT on the long-
distance scrambled DP’s [Σ] feature, and since this last movement step is trig-
gered by an inherent (albeit optional) structure-building feature [●Σv●] on v,
rather than by an edge feature [●Xv●], themismatch between f-seq and the fea-
ture list on the moved DP is a violation of the Williams Cycle. �e derivation
given here also includes further steps: CP extraposition, with triggering fea-
tures ignored to simplify exposition; Merge of T; optional EPP-driven move-
ment of the matrix subject DP to SpecT (cf. Grewendorf 1989); and Merge of
C; see (39-o)–(39-r). However, these steps are given heremerely for the sake of
clarity, to showwhat would have subsequently happened had there not been a
fatal step of improper movement: �e derivation crashes a�er the scrambled
item has reached its criterial position in the matrix vP, and theWilliams Cycle
is violated.
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(39) Matrix clause:

j. [V′ [CP [DP das Buch ][Σ: CTvV ] [C′ [C dass ] [TP keiner liest v T ] [V
glaubt ] [●XV●] ]]]

k. [VP [DP das Buch ][Σ: VCTvV ] [V′ [CP [C′ [C dass ] [TP keiner liest v
T ] [V glaubt ]]]]]

l. [v′ [VP [DP das Buch ][Σ: VCTvV ] [V′ [CP dass keiner liest ] [V
glaubt ]]] v[●D●]≻[●Σ●] ]

m. [v′ Karl [v′ [VP [DP das Buch ][Σ: VCTvV ] [V′ [CP dass keiner liest ]
[V glaubt ]]] v[●Σ●] ]]

n. [v′ [DP das Buch ][Σ: vVCTvV ] [v′ Karl [v′ [VP [V′ [CP dass keiner liest ]
[V glaubt ]]] v ]]]

(*f-seq→ *Williams Cycle→ crash)
o. [vP [v′ [DP das Buch ][Σ: vVCTvV ] [v′ Karl [v′ [VP [V′ [V glaubt ]]] v ]

[CP dass keiner liest ]]]]
p. [T′ [vP [v′ [DP das Buch ][Σ: vVCTvV ] [v′ Karl [v′ glaubt dass keiner

liest ]]]] T[●epp●] ]
q. [TPKarl [T′ [vP [v′ [DP das Buch ][Σ: vVCTvV ] [v′ [v′ glaubt dass keiner

liest ]]]] T ]]
r. [CP [C dass ] [TP Karl [T′ [vP [v′ [DP das Buch ][Σ: vVCTvV ] [v′ [v′

glaubt dass keiner liest ]]]] T ]]]

Note that the same consequence arises if long-distance scrambing targets
SpecV rather than Specv (which might be an option yielding the same string
(38) given that subjects raise to SpecT only optionally in German). �e only
di�erence would be a fatal (f-seq-violating) value VCTv of Σ on DP instead of
vVCT .
Furthermore, the present analysis also predicts that a wh-phrase that un-

dergoes long-distance scrambling cannot feed subsequent wh-movement by
intermediate, feature-driven long-distance scrambling to, say, Specv (as op-
posed to using Specv as an escape hatch provided by an edge feature). Of
course, the question arises as to how the two options (which yield identi-
cal strings and identical structural representations throughout) can be dis-
tinguished. It has o�en been proposed that the absence of (strong) superi-
ority e�ects with clause-bound wh-movement in German, and the absence
of weak crossover e�ects with clause-bound wh-movement in German, can
be traced back to the option of an intermediate scrambling operation because
scrambling is independently known to be able to circumvent these e�ects; see
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Fanselow (1996) and Grohmann (1997) for superiority e�ects, and Grewen-
dorf (1988) for weak crossover e�ects. In the present approach, which rec-
ognizes promiscuous escape hatches and thus cannot, e.g., simply equate the
Specv positionwith a scrambling position, this implies that checking of [●Σv●]
gives rise to certain properties, like absence of weak crossover e�ects and ab-
sence of superiority e�ects, whereas checking of a pure edge feature [●Xv●]
(in the same position), or checking of [●whC●] does not.

23

�us, on this view, clause-boundwh-movement in (40-a) does not induce a
superiority e�ect, and clause-bound wh-movement in (40-b) does not trigger
a weak crossover e�ect (for most speakers), because the wh-phrase that is in
the criterial SpecC position on the surface (was2 (‘what’) in (40-a), and wen1
(‘whom’) in (40-b)), has undergone an intermediatemovement step to a Specv
position in the same clause by virtue of an optional inherent feature [●Σv●] on
v (and amatchingmovement-related [Σ]-feature on theDP); and not by virtue
of [●Xv●] on v.

(40) a. (Ich
I

weiß
know

nicht)
not

[CP was2
whatacc

C wer1
whonom

t2 gesagt
said

hat ]
has

b. ?[CP Wen1
whom

mag
likes

seine1
his

Mutter
mother

t1 nicht ]?
not

Given that discharge of a movement-inducing (edge or inherent) feature on
the VP and vP levels in (40-ab) involves a valuation of bothmovement-related
features on the a�ected DP (viz., [Σ:◻] and [wh:◻]), the list of [Σ:◻] needs to
conform to f-seq on the vP level (which it does: [Σ: vV ]); and the list of [wh:◻]
needs to conform to f-seq on the CP level (which it also does: [wh: CTvV ]).
Against this background, the existence of superiority e�ects with long-

distancewh-movement (see (41-a)) and the existence of weak crossover e�ects
with long-distance wh-movement (see (41-b)) follow without further ado; see
Frey (1993), Büring and Hartmann (1994), Fanselow (1996), Heck and Müller
(2000), and Pesetsky (2000) for discussion of this phenomenon. It is the pres-

23�e question of why exactly scrambling – conceived of as checking of [●Σv/V●] – has these
consequences is immaterial in the present context. Still, for weak crossover e�ects, one may

assume that checking of [●Σv/V●] can provide (what used to be called) an A-binder for a pro-

noun that needs to be interpreted as a bound variable (see Heim and Kratzer 1998); and for

superiority e�ects, one may postulate – as is in fact done by Fanselow and Grohmann – that

scrambling can systematically avoid MLC e�ects (independently of what ultimately derives

these e�ects; see Müller 2011 and above).
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ence of a criterial ([●Σv/V●]-based) con�guration that helps to avoid superi-
ority e�ects and weak crossover e�ects in German, and since such features
cannot be checked by long-distance movement to Specv/V domains in Ger-
man (because of the Williams Cycle), superiority e�ects and weak crossover
e�ects cannot be circumvented.

(41) a. *Wen2
whomacc

hat
has

wer1
whonom

geglaubt
believed

[CP dass
that

der
the

Fritz
Fritz

t2 mag ]?
likes

b. *Wen1
whom

hat
has

seine1
his

Mutter
mother

gesagt
said

[CP dass
that

wir
we

t1 einladen
invite

sollten ]?
should

4.6. Super-Raising

�e ban on super-raising can be derived in a similar way as the ban on long-
distance scrambling. A relevant example is repeated here as (42) (cf. (4-b)).

(42) *Mary1 seems that t1 likes John

By assumption, the relevant movement-related feature onMary is [epp]; ma-
trix T bears the corresponding structure-building feature [●epp●]. Successive-
cyclic movement must take place via the embedded TP and CP domains, and
via the matrix VP and vP domains. In the �nal matrix SpecT position where
[●epp●] is discharged by attracting the moved DP, [epp] on DP has the value
TvVC , which fatally violates f-seq (hence, the Williams Cycle) because C has
not yet been removed.
�e prohibition against a combination of super-raising to matrix SpecT fol-

lowed bywh-movement tomatrix SpecC is derived in the sameway as the pro-
hibition against long-distance scrambling feeding wh-movement discussed in
the previous section. �e example in (19) is repeated here as (43-a), and accom-
panied by a slightly di�erent construction instantiating the same problem.

(43) a. *Who1 seems [CP C t1 will leave ]?
b. *What1 seems [CP that it was said t1 ]?

�e analysis is straightforward: EPP-driven movement to matrix SpecT gives
rise to a fatal violation of the Williams Cycle (because TvVC does not con-
form to f-seq) which cannot subsequently be made undone by matrix wh-
movement (there is no back-tracking or look-ahead).
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4.7. Other Local Movement Types

Other movement types that target positions in the TP, vP or VP areas (like
Scandinavian object shi�, German pronoun fronting, clitic climbing in Ro-
mance, and extraposition) also cannot apply long-distance via CP, and for the
same reason: When the (criterial) target position is reached, there will at least
be an f-seq-violating symbol C on the list of the movement-related feature
on the moved item, and so a violation of the Williams Cycle will be unavoid-
able. �us, the basic generalization correlating the height of the landing site
of a movement type and its ability to apply long-distance highlighted at the
beginning of the paper is derived.

5. Extensions

Finally, I will discuss a number of possible extensions and modi�cations of
the present analysis.24 I begin with amovement type that a�ects a DP-internal
position.

5.1. DP-Internal PP Preposing

German has a movement type that involves PPs and targets SpecD (see Lin-
dauer 1995); in what follows I will refer to this as “DP-internal PP preposing”.
�e construction is usually considered slightly substandard, but it is fully pro-
ductive. A relevant example is given in (44).
So far, I have been silent on whether f-seq should be assumed to comprise

both the clausal and the nominal domain, or whether two separate f-seqs
should be postulated. Suppose now that the former option is pursued, and,
more speci�cally, that the comprehensive f-seq is CTvVDNP. �is re�ects the
fact that C (rather than D) is the root node, and that nominals are typically
parts of clauses. Under this assumption, DP-internal PP preposing in local
contexts, as in (43), is inherently unproblematic from the perspective of im-
proper movement: Given that there are designated movement-inducing and
movement-related features triggering DP-internal PP preposing (say, [●ωD●]
onD, andmatching [ω:◻] on the PP), the list on themovement-related feature

24I hasten to add that some of what follows is tentative, and in some sense orthogonal to my

main concern here, which has been to show that a local reformulation of one speci�c theory

of improper movement – viz., the Williams Cycle – is possible.
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on the moved PP in the criterial SpecD target position respects the Williams
Cycle: [ω: DN ]. Similarly, simple cases of extraction of some item from DP
into the embedding clause will be unproblematic from an improper move-
ment perspective because the extended f-seq will be maintained.
However, things should be di�erent for CNPC contexts, where a DP em-

beds a CP, and some PP item is extracted from within CP to end up in SpecD,
as an instance of DP-internal PP preposing. Such constructions should always
violate theWilliams Cycle, in contrast to long-distance PP wh-movement that
goes into thematrix clause. In addition (and somewhat less interestingly from
the present perspective), long-distance PP scrambling is also predicted to vi-
olate the Williams Cycle, just like any other case of long-distance scrambling
(see section 4.5).

�ese predictions are borne out. Consider �rst (44), an instance of long-
distance topicalization of a PP from an argument CP embedded in an object
DP.�e example has an intermediate status, as is typical of CNPC violations
with argument extraction, which are standard cases of weak islands.25 How-
ever, (44) does not violate the Williams Cycle: In the matrix SpecC position
targetted by topicalization, the PP über die Liebe (‘about the love’) has its [top]
feature valued as CTvVDN , which is in accordance with the extended f-seq.

(44) ??[PP1 Über
about

die
the

Liebe ]
love

kenne
know

ich
I

[DP das/ein
the/a

Gerücht
rumour

[CP dass
that

sie
she

ein
a

Buch
book

t1 geschrieben
written

hat ]]
has

√
[top: CTvVDNCTvVDN ]

Consider next (45), which involves DP-internal PP preposing fromwithin the
CP to the SpecD position. �is example is completely ungrammatical, much
more so than one would expect if only a weak locality (CNPC) e�ect were
involved; in particular, the contrast to (44) is striking.26 �is follows from the
present version of the Williams Cycle: Movement originates in a CP; hence,

25For present purposes, I leave open howCNPC island e�ects should be derived, andwhether

they should be derived by invoking concepts of core grammar in the �rst place (rather than,

e.g., parsing di�culties, as in Sag et al. 2008).
26Of course, the string as such is not excluded; if PP1 is construed with Gerücht (‘rumour’),

as in Gerücht über die Liebe, the example becomes fully acceptable (if somewhat weird since

it strongly suggests an allegorical interpretation of Liebe (‘love’)). Strong illformedness only

results under the reading indicated here, where PP1 is construed withBuch (‘book’), as inBuch

über die Liebe.
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given the extended f-seq, it must not end in a DP domain but needs to target
the matrix CP domain again. PP1 in (45) fails to do this; consequently, the
movement-related feature, which is valued as DNCTvV in the criterial position,
violates the Williams Cycle, and the derivation crashes.

(45) *[DP [PP1 Über
about

die
the

Liebe ]
love

[D′ das/ein
the/a

Gerücht
rumour

[CP dass
that

sie
she

ein
a

Buch
book

t1 geschrieben
written

hat ]]]
has

kenne
know

ich
I *[ω: DNCTvVDN ]

Finally, in (46), PP undergoes long-distance scrambling in a CNPC con�gura-
tion. Aswith other cases of long-distance scrambling inGerman, theWilliams
Cycle is violated, and the construction is thus correctly predicted to be much
more ill formed than one would expect if only a CNPC e�ect were involved.

(46) *Es
expl

kennt
knows

[PP1 über
about

die
the

Liebe ]
love

keiner
no-one

[D′ das/ein
the/a

Gerücht
rumour

[CP

dass
that

sie
she

ein
a

Buch
book

t1 geschrieben
written

hat ]]]
has *[Σ: vVDNCTvVDN ]

5.2. Relativization

As noted by Bayer and Salzmann (2009) (also Plank 1983 for some prelim-

inary remarks in this direction), many speakers of German do not permit

long-distance relativization (in contrast to wh-movement or topicalization);

see, e.g., (47-ab).

(47) a. *Das

this

ist

is

einer

one

[RelP der1
who

ich

I

glaube
believe

[CP dass
that

t1 das
this

scha�en
manage

wird ]]
will

b. *der
the

Mann
man

[RelP den1
who

ich
I

glaube
believe

[CP dass
that

Maria
Maria

t1 liebt ]]
loves

Given the present analysis, this follows as an instance of improper movement

from theWilliams Cycle if C c-commands a functional head Rel that provides
the landing site for relativization in German according to f-seq. Under this
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assumption, the relative pronouns in (47) bear a feature [rel] in the criterial
position that violates the Williams Cycle: *[rel: RelTvVC ].27

5.3. Exceptional Case Marking Constructions

Abels (2008) and Bader (2011) observe that a strict interpretation of the
Williams Cycle (like the one adopted in the present paper) is problematic if

exceptional case marking (ECM) constructions are analyzed in terms of rais-
ing to object position (cf. Postal 1974), rather than in terms of truly excep-
tional case assignment by a matrix verb to an embedded in�nitival subject
(as in Chomsky 1981). Given the present implementation, the reason is that
the relevant movement-related feature on the raised object (whatever this ul-
timately turns out to be; see above on similar issues with EPP-driven move-
ment to SpecT) would then end up having a value vVT (with the symbols v
and V assigned in the in�nitive deleted by movement through matrix SpecV
to matrix Specv). Since, by assumption, Specv is a criterial position, such a
list would violate the Williams Cycle.28 However, it is unclear whether ECM
constructions should be analyzed via raising to object; the literature contains
arguments both for and against such a view.
�us, Stowell (1991) notes that adverbs which uncontroversially belong to

the matrix clause cannot intervene between the DP merged as an external ar-
gument of the embedded verb and the rest of the in�nitive in English; see

(48-abc) (where (48-b) is well formed only if the adverb repeatedly is con-

strued with the embedded clause, an option that does not arise with sincerely

27Ultimately, if this analysis is to be more than a rough sketch, the central assumption about

the structure of the le� periphery required here would have to be substantiated by indepen-

dent empirical evidence. Boef (2012) notes that varieties of Dutch permit a co-occurrence of

a relative pronoun and a right-adjacent C item dat; interestingly, long-distance relativization

also seems to be entirely unproblematic in all Dutch varieties. Varieties of German that per-

mit a co-occurrence of a relative pronoun and some other head element to its right in the

le� periphery (or, indeed, the sole presence of such an element) always seem to use a form

for this latter item that is very di�erent from standard C elements (viz., wo (‘where’), never

uncontroversial C elements like dass (‘that’) or ob (‘whether’)); wo is arguably best analyzed

as a Rel element. �us, as far as I can see, the question of whether C is higher or lower than

Rel cannot be decided by simple empirical evidence involving a complementizer dass and the

relative pronoun because these two items cannot co-occur in varieties of German.
28Raising to object cannot possibly be assumed to reach the TP domain, as would be required

to circumvent a Williams Cycle violation.
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in (48-c)). �is is an argument for exceptional case marking, and against rais-

ing to object.

(48) a. John promised repeatedly to leave

b. #John believed Mary repeatedly to have le�

(She le� repeatedly.)

c. *John believed Mary sincerely to have le�

On the other hand, Lasnik (1999) points out that sentences like (49) in English
permit anaphoric binding of each other1 by the defendants. Unless further as-
sumptions are made (e.g., about the role of linear precedence in the licensing

of re�exives and reciprocals), this would seem to suggest that the latter DP has
undergone movement from the in�nitival clause into the matrix clause, cross-
ing the adverbial expression during each other1’s trials and feeding Principle A
satisfaction. �is piece of evidence would thus seem to support a raising to
object analysis, but not an approach to exceptional case marking.

(49) ?�e DA proved the defendants1 to be guilty during each other1’s trials

Taken together, though, it seems fair to conclude that there is no uncontrover-
sial case for raising to object to be made yet. �erefore, at present it is unclear
whether ECM constructions pose a problem for a strict interpretation of the

Williams Cycle.

5.4. Languages that Permit Long-Distance Scrambling, Languages that
Permit Super-Raising

�e issue of ECM constructions notwithstanding, there is prima facie coun-
terevidence to the approach to improper movement developed so far, in the

formofwell-formed cases of long-distance scrambling and super-raising from
what look like fairly uncontroversial cases of embedded CPs (or at least from

XPs that dominate the embedded vP and TP domains, which is all that is

needed to create the problem, given that scrambling and raising target vP-

internal and TP-internal positions, respectively).

�us, long-distance scrambling from CP (i.e., across an XP that contains a

complementizer) is an option in languages like Russian (see, e.g., Müller and
Sternefeld 1993 and Bailyn 2001) and Japanese (see Saito 1985 and Grewen-
dorf and Sabel 1999, among many others; Korean and Persian also belong
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in this group), and the �nal landing site of the movement in these cases is

clearly within the TP domain (or at least it can be; see Takahashi 1993 for
a possible exception in Japanese that he accordingly reanalyzes as optional

wh-movement), which is unexpected from a Williams Cycle perspective un-
der present assumptions. �e following data from (colloquial) Russian taken
from Zemskaja (1973) illustrate long-distance scrambling.

(50) a. Ty
you

[DP doktor ]1
doctornom

videl
saw

[CP kogda
when

t1 pod"ezžal ]?
came

b. Vy
you-2.pl

[DP pocylku ]1
parcelacc

videli
saw

[CP kak
how

zapakovali t1 ]?
(they-)wrapped

Similarly, super-raising from CP seems to be available in a number of lan-
guages, among them Greek (see Perlmutter and Soames 1979: ch. 43 and Alex-
iadou andAnagnostopoulou 2002, among others) andKilega and other Bantu
languages (see Obata and Epstein 2011 and references cited there). A Greek

example is given in (51) (see Perlmutter and Soames 1979: 156):

(51) [DP I
the

kopeles ]1
girlsnom

fenonde

seem-3.pl
[CP na

subj
t1 fevgun ]
leave-3.pl

I take these counterexamples to be real. However, this does not mean that the
approach to improper movement developed above needs to be abandoned.
Rather, it needs to be modi�ed in such a way that it permits variation to
some extent, so that a less �ne-grained system of valuation and/or deletion of
movement-related features on moved items can be employed in certain con-
structions and languages.29

For concreteness, I would like to suggest that a key to a solution of the prob-
lemposed by data such as those in (50) and (51) is that category features are not
ontological primitives, but can be assumed to be composed of combinations of

more elementary features (see Chomsky 1970); their cross-classi�cation yields
the standard category labels, and underspeci�cation with respect to these fea-
tures makes it possible to refer to sets of categories as natural classes in syn-
tactic operations. �us, Stowell (1981: 21) (based on earlier work by Chomsky)
suggests that the primitive features [±N] and [±V] yield the four syntactic cat-

29Also see Obata and Epstein (2011) for this general strategy; and also note that these counter-

examples also raise problems for virtually all other existing analyses of improper movement,

at least if taken in their entirety.
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egories V, N, A, and P (via cross-classi�cation), as well as natural classes of
these categories (via underspeci�cation): [+V] = V, A; [–V] = N, P; [+N] = N,
A; [–N] = V, P.

Suppose now that the categories C, T, v, and V are composed of primitive

features in such a way that C and v form a natural class, and T and V form a

natural class. Following Chomsky’s (2000) original motivation for phases, it

can be postulated that the relevant feature is [±Π], where Π stands for propo-
sitionality (in an extended sense): C and v are characterized by [+Π], and T

and V are characterized by [–Π].30 �e crucial assumption now is that dele-
tion in the lists of movement-related features may not have to apply under full
identity; “categorial information” in the sense of (28) may refer only to a small

(but fundamental) part of the category label, viz., information related to the

[±Π] status of the phase head.31

Given this assumption, there are four possibilities: First, the full feature
set making up a category always needs to be considered in order to �nd out
whether deletion in feature sets applies. �is is the option assumed so far

throughout the paper: A category label values the movement-related feature,
and deletion of category information takes place only under full identity (i.e.,
the symbol V deletes an earlier V, the symbol v deletes an earlier v, and so
forth). Second, another option is that only the (most basic) feature [±Π]needs
to be shared for deletion in feature sets to apply.�is has drastic consequences
for improper movement. An edge feature with the categorial information T

will nowdelete aV symbol in a feature list (and vice versa), and an edge feature
with the categorial information C will delete a v symbol (and vice versa). �e

30Of course, other features will then also have to be present to distinguish C from v, T from

V, V from N, v from n, functional from lexical categories, and so on, but since these features

will not play a role in the analysis that follows, I disregard them here. (To ensure that they

do not play a role, one might postulate a geometric organization of the primitive features

for categories as it has been proposed by Harley and Ritter (2002) for ϕ-features, with [±Π]

at the top; accompanied by a restriction that either top-node identity or full identity may

lead to deletion.) – Also note that the present reasoning does not imply that only C and v

qualify as phase heads in the sense of the PIC; they are just the phase heads characterized by

propositionality.
31In what follows, I focus on improper movement e�ects in the clausal domain. I leave open

how to extend the analysis in termsof primitive features andunderspeci�cation to thenominal

domain, but there should be no severe problems with this.
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e�ects are illustrated in (52-abc), for long-distance movement to the VP, vP ,

and TP domains, respectively.32

(52) a. (i) * VCTvV *f-seq

(ii) *[VP DP1 . . .

V([–Π])

[CP t
′′′′
1 . . .

C([+Π])

[TP t
′′′
1 . . .

T([–Π])

[vP t
′′
1 . . .

v([+Π])

[VP

t′1 . . .
V([–Π])

t1 . . . ]]]]]

b. (i) vVCTvV

√
f-seq

(ii) [vP DP1 . . .

v([+Π])

[VP t
′′′′′
1 . . .

V([–Π])

[CP t
′′′′
1 . . .

C([+Π])

[TP t
′′′
1 . . .

T([–Π])

[vP

t′′1 . . .

v([+Π])

[VP t
′
1 . . .

V([–Π])

t1 . . . ]]]]]]

c. (i) TvVCTvV

√
f-seq

(ii) [TP DP1 . . .

T([–Π])

[vP t
′′′′′′
1 . . .

v([+Π])

[VP t
′′′′′
1 . . .

V([–Π])

[CP t
′′′′
1 . . .

C([+Π])

[TP

t′′′1 . . .

T([–Π])

[vP t
′′
1 . . .

v([+Π])

[VP t
′
1 . . .

V([–Π])

t1 . . . ]]]]]]]

�e third possibility is that [+Π] su�ces for deletion to apply in cases of cate-

gories that are not fully identical; [–Π], in contrast, does not. (However, dele-
tion under full identity is also still available.) �is gives rise to a system of
improper movement that is more liberal than the �rst option (which requires
full categorial identity) but still more restrictive than the second option. Now
C and v delete one another, but T and V do not. �e e�ects are shown in
(53-abc), again for long-distance movement to the VP, vP , and TP domains.

(53) a. (i) * VCTvV *f-seq
(ii) *[VP DP1 . . .

V
[CP t

′′′′
1 . . .
C([+Π])

[TP t
′′′
1 . . .
T

[vP t
′′
1 . . .
v([+Π])

[VP t
′
1 . . .
V

t1 . . . ]]]]]

32In each case I present the feature list as it looks in the criterial position �rst (i); (ii) then

illustrates the e�ects of the actual derivation on each level. (Here I add traces as mnemonic

devices; traces (or copies) as such play no role in the present approach.)
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b. (i) * vVCTvV *f-seq
(ii) *[vP DP1 . . .

v([+Π])
[VP t

′′′′′
1 . . .
V

[CP t
′′′′
1 . . .
C([+Π])

[TP t
′′′
1 . . .
T

[vP

t′′1 . . .
v([+Π])

[VP t
′
1 . . .
V

t1 . . . ]]]]]]

c. (i) TvVCTvV

√
f-seq

(ii) [TP DP1 . . .
T

[vP t
′′′′′′
1 . . .
v([+Π])

[VP t
′′′′′
1 . . .
V

[CP t
′′′′
1 . . .
C([+Π])

[TP t
′′′
1 . . .
T

[vP t
′′
1 . . .
v([+Π])

[VP t
′
1 . . .
V

t1 . . . ]]]]]]]

Finally, the fourth option is that it is [–Π] (rather than [+Π]) that su�ces for
deletion to apply in cases of categories that are not fully identical. For (cri-
terial) movement to the matrix VP, vP, and TP domains, this makes predic-
tions that are extensionally equivalent to the �rst possibility (where only full
identity leads to deletion in feature lists) under a C/T/v/V clause structure; cf.
(54-abc).

(54) a. (i) * VCTvV *f-seq

(ii) *[VP DP1 . . .

V([–Π])

[CP t
′′′′
1 . . .

C

[TP t
′′′
1 . . .

T([–Π])

[vP t
′′
1 . . .

v

[VP

t′1 . . .
V([–Π])

t1 . . . ]]]]]

b. (i) * vVCTvV *f-seq

(ii) *[vP DP1 . . .

v

[VP t
′′′′′
1 . . .

V([–Π])

[CP t
′′′′
1 . . .

C

[TP t
′′′
1 . . .

T([–Π])

[vP t
′′
1 . . .

v

[VP t
′
1 . . .

V([–Π])

t1 . . . ]]]]]]

c. (i) * TvVCTvV *f-seq

(ii) *[TP DP1 . . .

T([–Π])

[vP t
′′′′′′
1 . . .

v

[VP t
′′′′′
1 . . .

V([–Π])

[CP t
′′′′
1 . . .

C

[TP

t′′′1 . . .

T([–Π])

[vP t
′′
1 . . .

v

[VP t
′
1 . . .

V([–Π])

t1 . . . ]]]]]]]

Assuming that the choice among the four options is �xed once and for all in a
given language, languages like Greek that permit super-raising (but not long-
distance scrambling) could choose the option in (53) (with shared [+Π] per-
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mitting deletion in addition to full identity).33 Languages like Russian could
choose the option in (52) (with shared [+Π] and [–Π] permitting deletion in
addition to full identity).34 However, the option in (53) also implies that long-
distance movement to the TP domain should be possible. Stepanov (2007)
argues that this is not the case in Russian since there are no legitimate cases
of super-raising. If he is right about the reanalysis of constructions that might
at �rst sight suggest an availability of super-raising in Russian, and if there is

no reason to look for an alternative account, this could be taken to imply that
the choice among the four options of deletion in feature lists varies among
individual movement-related features (in the case at hand: [Σ:◻] vs. [epp:◻]
as F in (28)), rather than among languages.
As for option (54), at present it is not clear whether it is actually needed

(given that reference to the full categorial information is also an option – ar-

guably the default option –, as assumed throughout this paper). A relevant
case to look at in this context is, again ECM constructions (recall section 5.3).
Recall that if the raising to object (i.e., movement to Specv) analysis is adopted,

then English ECM constructions, analyzed via TP embedding, will give rise
to unwanted violations of the Williams Cycle because of the feature list vVT

on the movement-related feature of a moved item in a criterial position that

invariably arises if only full categorial identity can lead to symbol deletion in
feature lists. However, if option (54) is adopted, such raising to object will
create a feature list vV that is in accordance with the Williams Cycle: First,
the original V is deleted by an incoming T, and secondly, the V information

resulting from valuation in the matrix VP su�ces to delete T in the feature
list. (Finally, v deletes the lower v symbol.)

33Such an analysis does not by itself correlate the availability of super-raising in a language

with some other, independently established property. Obata and Epstein (2011) devise an anal-

ysis according to which Kilega and other Bantu languages permit super-raising ultimately be-

cause case of themoved item is checked in the embedded clause, and ϕ-features are checked in

the matrix clause. However, in super-raising constructions in Greek, the opposite is the case

(see Alexiadou and Anagnostopoulou 2002): ϕ-features are checked in the embedded clause,

and case is assigned in the matrix clause. �is state of a�airs would seem to suggest that an

independent factor related to case or ϕ-features cannot easily be identi�ed; and whereas Ki-

lega super-raising is problematic from an Actitivity Condition point of view (as Obata and

Epstein 2011: 139 note), Greek super-raising is potentially problematic for the feature splitting

approach.
34It follows that all long-distance scramblingminimally has to target Specv, which looks plau-

sible.
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Similar conclusions might be drawn independently of the issue of raising to
object for scrambling fromECM complements in German if one assumes that
ECM complements are TPs in this language. If they are, scrambling from

ECM complements as in (55) poses a potential problem for the present anal-

ysis because a feature list vVT will come into being a�er movement of DP to

the matrix VP or vP domain (or, at any rate, a matrix TP-internal domain) if

deletion in feature lists only takes place under full identity.

(55) a. dass
that

der
the

Kollege
colleaguenom

[DP den
the

Antrag ]1
proposalacc

[XP seine
his

Mitarbeiter
co-workersacc

t1 gerade
currently

schreiben
write

lässt ]
lets

b. dass
that

[DP den
the

Antrag ]1
proposalacc

der
the

Kollege
colleaguenom

[XP seine
his

Mitarbeiter
co-workersacc

t1 gerade
currently

schreiben
write

lässt ]
lets

�e same conclusion can be drawn for pronoun fronting from ECM comple-

ments in German; see (56).

(56) a. dass

that

er

henom

es1
itacc

[XP den

the

Jungen
boyacc

t1 lesen
read

sah ]
saw

b. dass
that

er
henom

es1
itacc

[XP den
the

Jungen
boyacc

t1 machen
make

ließ ]
let

�is potential problem disappears if the option in (54) is in fact adopted in

German. On this view, super-raising and scrambling from�nite clauses (more
generally, from CPs) will be excluded as before (because of the fatal presence
of C in the feature list which cannot be deleted before matrix C is reached),

but scrambling and pronoun fronting from a TP complement to a TP-internal

domain are predicted to be possible, yielding a feature list vV that conforms

to the Williams Cycle because the problematic T symbol has been removed
by discharge of the edge feature on the matrix VP cycle. All that said, it is
by no means clear that such a move is required for German: As argued by
Fanselow (1991: 120), Wurmbrand (2001: 216), and Haider (2010: 309�), there
is evidence against a TP level for the ECM complements in German labelled

as XP in (55) and (56); Fanselow andWurmbrand suggest a vP/VP embedding,
which renders the data in (55) and (56) unproblematic from the perspective
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of the Williams Cycle even if the original deletion operation in feature lists is
adopted that relies on full categorial information.35

To sum up this subsection, in light of languages that permit long-distance
scrambling and super-raising from a CP, somewhat less restrictive versions

of the Williams Cycle can be introduced alongside the original approach. I
have proposed that languages (or perhaps even movement types) can choose
whether only full identity of the categorial information is required for symbol

deletion in feature lists on moved items, or whether identity of a major sub-
feature [Π] (encoding propositionality of a phase head) of the full categorial
information also su�ces. If the latter is the case, three options arise: Either
[+Π] is the relevant subfeature, or [–Π] is, or both are ([±Π]). Ultimately, the
question to what extent individual languages make use of these more liberal

systems of improper movement can only be addressed by in-depth empirical

studies of the relevant constructions; this is beyond the scope of the present
paper.

6. Conclusion

�e main result of the present study is that it is possible to come up with a
theory of improper movement in a local derivational approach to syntax in

35Note that there are indeed restrictions on scrambling from ECM constructions in German;

in particular, as observed by Höhle (1978: 56-57), �iersch (1978: 168-169), and Grewendorf

(1989: 150), dative DPs cannot be scrambled or pronoun-moved from these complements; see

(i-ab).

(i) a. *dass

that

keiner

no-onenom

[DP dieser

this

Frau ]1
womandat

[XP den

the

Jungen

boyacc

t1 helfen

help

sah/ließ ]

saw/let

b. *dass

that

er

henom

[DP ihm ]1
himdat

[XP den

the

Jungen

boyacc

t1 helfen

help

sah/ließ ]

saw/let

Onemight think that the illformedness of (i-ab)might be traced back to theWilliamsCycle,

based on a TP analysis of XP and the assumption that only full categorial identity can lead to
deletion in feature lists. However, this restriction cannot be derived by invoking the theory
of improper movement. For one thing, accusative DPs are not a�ected by it (as just seen in
the main text); for another, as also noted by Höhle (1978), wh-movement of dative DPs to the
matrix SpecC is also not possible, which would be completely unexpected under an account
in terms of the Williams Cycle; cf. (ii).

(ii) *Wem1

whomdat

sah/ließ
saw/let

Karl
Karlnom

[XP den
the

Jungen
boyacc

t1 helfen ]?
help
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which phrase structure is generated bottom-up, only small parts of syntactic
structure are accessible at any given step of the derivation, and look-ahead

and backtracking are not theoretical options. �is goal can be achieved by re-

formulating theWilliams Cycle, a constraint on improper movement that has
been argued for inWilliams (1974, 2003), Sternefeld (1992), Grewendorf (2003,
2004), Abels (2008), Neeleman and van de Koot (2010) and Bader (2011). In
the existing analyses where a version of the Williams Cycle is put to use, it is
generally formulated in a non-local way, such that large amounts of syntac-
tic structure must be scanned in order to decide whether a given interaction
of movement steps counts as improper or not (though see footnote 10). In
contrast, in the reformulation that I have suggested, all relevant pieces of in-
formation are locally available; nomore structure needs to be considered than
the attracting phase head and the moved item in its speci�er. In addition to
the locality problem, the new formulation of the Williams Cycle also solves

two other problems for existing approaches to improper movement, viz., the

generality problem and the promiscuity problem. �e generality problem does

not arise because the Williams Cycle applies to all kinds of movement; and,

perhaps most importantly, the promiscuity problem (which consists in the
fact that massive use of intermediate landing sites is di�cult to reconcile with
the characterization of these same landing sites as speci�c for certain kinds of

movement) is solved by assuming that the relevant (categorial) information

of the domains that it passes through is successively picked up and registered
in a bu�er by a moved item but can subsequently be deleted again if iden-

tical information is read in; only when a criterial position is reached does

the Williams Cycle spring into action and determine whether movement has

been improper or not, by checking the list of categorial information on the

movement-related feature of the moved item and comparing it with the func-
tional sequence (f-seq).
�e theoretical machinery needed to implement this approach is, I think,

innocuous, and to a signi�cant extent independently motivated: Given that
edge features are needed to bring about intermediatemovement steps, it looks
as though the simplest solution to the problem of how to generate them that is

compatible with the Inclusiveness Condition is to copy the label of the phase
head; and to make the resulting feature usable at all, it has to be stripped o�
its original content, which nonetheless is retained as an index on the newly
generated edge feature. �e central remaining assumption that is not (as far
as I can tell) independently motivated then is that the movement-related fea-
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tures on items that need to undergo displacement have (initially) empty lists
as values which are successively �lled by the categorial information on edge

features (as regular instances of feature valuation), subject to the requirement
that a symbol on the list is deleted once an identical symbol is read in. Here,
there is no disjunctive ordering associated, as it is typically assumed for other
kinds of feature valuation (that said, instances of case stacking in the world’s

languages arguably also require multiple valuation of a single feature).
Against the background of the assumptions that I havemade, there are vari-

ous other possibilities for implementing a local version of the Williams Cycle,

sometimes with slightly di�erent empirical consequences, sometimes not.36

Still, the approach chosen here strikes me as a fairly straightforward one be-

cause it is both �ne-grained and potentially �exible, and (not least of all) be-
cause it structurally assimilates the operation to other syntactic operations (in
particular, to Agree under matching).
Needless to say, the proposed analysis of impropermovement also gives rise

to a number of further questions.37 For reasons of space and coherence, and

since my main goal has only been to show that a formulation of the Williams

36For instance, one could devise a minimally di�erent approach in which there is no actual
deletion in feature lists at all; or one could devise another minimally di�erent approach in
which there is much more deletion in feature lists. A conceptually somewhat more radical
departure might be to give up the assumption that every phrase is a phase (see section 3), or,
more speci�cally, that edge feature-driven intermediate movement steps leading to feature val-
uation with category information on the moved item occur in every phrase between the base
position and the criterial position. Assuming, for instance, that only CP and vP trigger inter-

mediate movement steps whereas TP and VP do not, a system would result in which many
cases of improper movement could still be excluded by theWilliams Cycle (as involving an il-
legitimate list vC that violates f-seq). Empirically, such an approach wouldmake predictions
that are by and large identical to those of the present approach (assuming that criterial move-
ment, unlike intermediate movement, may also target SpecT and SpecV positions, and thus
be able to activate the Williams Cycle). However, it may be viewed as conceptually inferior
since feature lists would then contain only a part of the information that the f-seqs contain
against which they are measured.
37Here is one area about which much more would eventually have to be said. It concerns
other functional heads in the clausal and nominal domains than just C, T, v, and D. Suppose,
for instance, that the embedded clause contains a negation, whereas thematrix clause does not
(Petr Biskup, p.c.). If there is a NegP as part of the clausal spine, and if every phrase is a phase,
successive-cyclicmovement to thematrix clausemust go through this position, registering the
categorial information on the moved item. �e Williams Cycle ultimately requires a deletion
of this information, and the question then is what phase head of the matrix clause can do this.
Several options arise. For instance, there could be a Pol(arity)P throughout, and Pol:Pos in the
matrix clause can delete Pol:Neg in the embedded clause; or there could be a functional head
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Cycle is possible in principle in a strictly derivational approach to syntax, I

will not try to pursue them here.
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